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IETRODOOTIOE

Statement of the Problem

By Oaribbean standards the people of Puerto Rico enjoy 
a; higher ■ standard of living than the people of the neighbor
ing islands= Its per capita net income is higher than that 
of Gubas almost twice as high as that of Jamaica and several 
times as great as that of the Dominican Republic of Haiti,

- Yet Puerto Rico has been: subjected to the distressing 
ecoh'dmic difficulties of low wages a unemployment and inade- 
quate ;subslsteneeo By standards of the United States9 the 
Puerto Ricans are by far the poorest citizens of the nation=

Since the. Puerto Rican economy has rested on sugar for 
many yearss many of the socialg economic and political prob
lems-have been attributed to. the sugar industryo ylhs focus 
of agitation concerning the Industry stems from the feeling 
 ̂that ̂toov-̂ ch- land -is;devoted^ to, an export crop instead of ' 
growing: food Yorlocal- consiHKptiono - ..

In deciding on. an agricultural policy to pursue, three 
possible chblcee avail themselves s to grow more food and 
less cane, to Increase cane production and Import more foody

; : 1; Daniel Grea.mers The. Pet Income of the Puerto Rican ;
Economy l9l|-0-19l|f . iRio Pledra,S-i' Social Science Research Center j, University . of Puerto Rico, 19^7), p° 27o



or to attempt to aciaioye tliQ best balance between tlie alter
natives „ In deciding on any one policy, much, will depend 
• upon the Puerto Rican Government and. the alias being sought 
in guiding a program of economic betterments ' ■

;-v ‘ ' ' Objectives

' The purpose of this study is to present an economic 
analysis of marketing Puerto Rican sugar= A. detail repoft :

1 concerning any particular phase:. of • the industry is.' saerificedr 
: f or'; a general explanation be cause of the scope of the. suh Je ct: 
and. limitations of the study» The study does not .attempt an 
examinatipn of all of the . yariod and complex problems of .. . 
Puerto.RieOo. It is concerned with the structure and opera
tion of . thP: sugar ihdustpyy. .and. with the place . of that indus
try in the general Puerto Rican economy0 
y Attention is given to the possibilities for increasing 
efficiencies by improving farm practices and marketing; meth= v; 
ods $ and releasing land for growing:food for local consump
tion* Emphasis is placed on the major political,, social, ' . -
. and economic factors: exerting an influence on the marketing 
procedures -of . the'' PUefto RlCah,sugar Industry„ Efforts of 
the study are directed toward analyzing the growing, manu
facturing and marketing aspects of the sugar industry o' i
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The study deals with the question of whether agricult- 
jUrhl resources now used may be fully exploited or whether 
some redirection of effort might result in a-higher level 
of real income to the Puerto Rican people. The lack of 
economic resources and the dense population has created 
many distressing social prohlemsi In attempting to alle
viate the low standards of living the Puerto Rican Govern- 
mejî 'has adopted regulatory measures uncommon to other 
sugar producing areas under the American flago It was felt 
that by regulating the sugar Industry9 the economic back- 
bone of the island, the social problems could be remedied 
to a great extent0

Aside from" the many existing factors exerting an econ
omic influence in marketing Puerto Rican sugar cane, the 
designation of sugar liiils as public utilities to be super
vised by the Public Service Commission and the activities 
of the Land Authority were added. The implications are im
portant, As things stand nowa much of what happens to the 
sugar industry will depend more on the attitude of the 
governments rather than the economic forces in the market. 

The material for this study is derived mainly from 
statistics and documents of the United States and Puerto



■ RIean Governraentss United Nation*s Rood and Agriculture 
;̂ Organization^ Association of Sugar Producers of Puerto 
V_ Ricoj trade publications9 and many published :books deal 
ing witbL .the subject®- u ::y : • :



CHAPTER I

? DEVELOPFIEHT.. OF THE SUGAR INDUSTRY ' -

. General Information

Puerto Ricop a rectangular shaped island If? miles wide 
and 10® miles longp is the smallest and the easternmost of 
the Greater Ihtilleso With its off-shore islands^ of Monas 
Vieques and Culebras its land area is 3sbr23 square miles* i 
The census of 19^0 .reports a population of 2 g, 210 * 703 or an 
/average of 61|.̂ o8 inhabitants per square mile *

The island is a possession of the United Statess and 
lies between Worth and South America^ It is an American 
outpost in the Caribbean and has been of value in the eyes 
of the military because of the 1sland8s strategic position 
in the 'scheme hf American defense« It, is 1 sOlt-9 miles from 
the Panama Canal; 863 miles from Key Wests Florida; 1>399 
miles from Hew Tork City; and f)00 miles from Venezuela*

Topography plays no small role 'in influencing climate 
as well as land utilization^ The island is divided into " ; 
two distinct physical oategoriesl the narrow coastal plain 
and the mountainous Interiors The interior^ the larger area, 
consists of an irregular 'series of mountain ranges, with an ' 
average altitude of 2,^00 feet along the divide e These 
ranges extend from east to west across the, island$ but are



broken -in formation by intervening valleyse The highest peak 
Gerro De Punta$ rises q.939o feet above sea level and is lo
cated in the south central; region0 The better known El Yxin- 
que:. (3i)ljij-8 feet) is located in the northeastern eorner of the 
1 slandg thirty miles southeast of San Juaiio The mountains 
slope and merge with the eodstai plain which varies in width 
from eight to thirteen miles in the horths and from two to 
eight in the southo It is on this narrow coastal plain 
where the largest part of Puerto hican sugar cane is grown,
, : Puerto Rico is situated just within the Torrid 26ne$
and the climate is tropical<, At sea level on the Worth - 
Coasts, the mean January . temperature is seventy-three. de=
' ■ /Ih'Vth®. mountains the temperature s average from ~ :
five to ten degrees lower$ depending on elevation.and. topog- .. 
raphy o. ' . : t " ; - . ; ' .

. .Puerto Bico lie s in the path of the West Indian hurri
canes and occasionally suffers serious disaster from these 
storms o With the exception of the dry southern portion of 
the island9 where irrigation is necessary^ rainfall is heavy 
throughout the year® averaging seventy inches a year0/' The 
north coastal region receives about sixty inches., the south

\ I, 'Max A* Egloff j, Puerto Rico Handbooks 19h7s Office of 
Public Information {San Tuan, Puerto Rico: Office of Public 
information, I9li-T)si p° 4.8o
. . 2o "Porto Rico, n Encyclopaedia Britannica,9 .Vol.- XVI11,
(Chicago,. Encyclopaedia "Brltannica Inc»1955 )* PP° 260-265=



about thirty incheswith one hundred inches in the mountain
ous interioro :
' , Puerto Rico is not rich in natural resources» there is 
little timber of commercial;value» Mineral resources are 
scarce'and generally of low grade> Becent surveys:;have re
sulted in the location of sandss limestone, and clays;, 
material suitable for the glass„ cefamics and building in- ". 
dustries<» . ' \ ' - .. ‘ ; ■. " ■ i. .

the people of Puerto Bf co; are vdescendants of the : . 
Spaniards who conquered and settled the island., of the 
Indians they found there, of the Negros imported for slave 
labor,.and’to a minor extent of other immigrant Europeans» 

Puerto Bican culture is predominantly Spanish with 
considerable modification0 Phe majority of the people are 
Catholic 3 but there are a number of Protestant Churches, 

although English is taught to every child who attends 
school? less than tWehty-five percent of the.people know 
it̂  well = The predominant language is Spanish0 \
. From its discovery in 1493 by Columbus and for over 
four hundred years, Puerto Rico was a colony of SpUin.:
After the Spanish American War, the territory was ceded to 
the United States by the Treaty of Paris in IS9S. In 1900,

0 0  j y : :::v:
.2„h; llnited Mations., hdn-Self-Oqverhing territories, Summaries of Informatibn transmitted During 1952 

iSTTttTFer^ 'k/TyMdTlJ' (Mew York, 1953) , 11,' p t 497. : h '



tiie United States Congress replaced the military government 
with a civil governmentj by the passing of the Foraker -Act„
In 1 9 1 7 the J was passed extending citizenship to
Puerto Hicans„ From 1$9$ to 193%, the affairs of Puerto 
Rico were administered by the United States War Department»
In 1934S Puerto Rico was placed under the jurisdiction of 
the newly created Division of territories and Island Posses^ 
sions in the United; States Department- of Interior0

On i.ugust 5 s 1947 j United States Public Law 362 was 
approved providing for the election pf the Governor by popu
lar vote, beretofore; appointed by the President of the 
United States * 9 It also:emppwered the Governor to appoint 
his cabinet with the adyice;and consent of the Senate» The 
five Justices of the Supreme Court- of Puerto Rico and the 
Auditor were the only territorial officials appointed by 
,the President of the United-States *- x

:i- .On July 3; 1950, Puerto Ricans were granted the right 
to organize a government of their own choosing and write 
their own go. nstitution by Public Law 60Qo^

After being overwhelmingly approved in the elections 
held March 3, 1952, the Constitution of the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico was proclaimed by the Governor, Luis Munoz Marin, 
on-July 25, 1 9 5 2 '  - i i

\ Iv Loc -. cit o -. .. ■ , : ■'■ ■■■■
: 2o Loco cito ; :

3q Loco clto : ' : :
4» Harry Hansen, The World. Almanac and Book of Pacts (Hew fork: Hev/ York Wor 1 d-Telegrara and The Sun, 1955}, p« 201
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' ,fhe;: now a completely autonomous community 
in all matters regarding its local government and is associa- 
; ted %itti' the United .States ¥oliantarily<, . :

Formerly’teown; as Porto Rico, Congress made the present 
change to Puerto Bico offheial in 1932=

Historical Bketch'Cf fee Sugar Industry : - Vv ■

Early colonial agricultural activity began shortly after 
tie discoyery of the Island, by Columbus on his second voyage 
in 1493 ° In approximately 1:523:> the firstysugah mill, a ;. 
hofse-driven one, was erected at the mouth of the Anasco River, 
at San German the Old, by Tomas De Castellon. Whe colonists 
had found the soil, temperature and rainfall admirably adapted 
to sugar cane which they brought from Santo Domingo, where 
Columbus had introduced the plant on his second voyage, and 
the :young sugar industry was beginning to prosper and expand 
when the Spanish rulers issued a decree imposing a heavy tax 
on sugar cahe, discouraging the industry at its birth,
' >' $ letter, written by Bishop 'Bastidass dated" March 20,. 1544
to the Ring of the Spanish Empire, requesting the tax be 
suspended, must have produced a favorable effect. In 1546,. 
treasurer Castellanos loaned 6000 pesos of government funds 
to two colonists for the erection of three sugar cane mills,

: '.j:X, : Rudolph dSddms Fan Middeldyk, fee" History of Puerto
Rico (Hew Yorks B „ Appleton & Co,, 1910TT P , 220,



• i o .

In 15433 Sregorio Santolayas with the loan received from the 
government erected two horse-driven mills and the following 
year constructed the' first water-driven mill at Bayamon,
Loans for the construction of new mills continued to be made 
and the industry expandedc By 1550, there were ten mills on 
the island. ;
1.:: " In I5SI3 there were eleven sugar mills in operation . ;- 
producing 18? tons of sugar annually„ Production during the 
Seventeenth and eighteenth centuries increased but with ' 
great irregularity and with continual relapses e

Raids by Indians and privateers for brief periods, 
storms, economic reverses and unfavorable physical conditions 
contributed greatly to the wide fluctuations the Industry •

-' 2 ■ ■ • ' ' ' : . -experienced =, ■ ' • . . ;
Ihe hurricane of 1615 destroyed every sugar mill on the 

islands After that disaster, development of the industry 
proceeded slowly, “here were onlf' 3306l acres planted to. 
cane with an annual total production of 135 tons of sugar,

. linger, of Asiatic origin, was for long the chief

. 1. Ibid.. p. 220. I " -  '- "

2. Caribbean Commission, The Sugar Industry of the Caribbean (Prop Inquiry Series Mo. BT^ashingtpn, D0C0 5 
'dariFGe^ Commission, 1947), p. 107 =

3. Enowlton Mixer. Porto Rico (hew York: The MacmillanQompany, 1926}, p. 122. ■



agricultural export during the seventeenth and early part of 
the eighteenth centuries„ However, during most of the seven
teenth century, commerce reached a period of stagnation, 
Madrid neglected to trade with the Island regarding it pri
marily as a military post» In fact, between 16?9 and 1690, 
not a single,ocean-going vessel called at any of the ports , 
on the island. ^

In 1726, coffee was introduced into", the island 'and r .1 , 
rapidly became the Island^s most important product, replac
ing ginger, and retaining this position to the time Of the , 
American occupation, Although, sugar cane had a 200 year 
start on coffee, it never approached the importance of oof-- 
fee in the economy during the Spanish regime* ft ran a very- 
poor second to coffee during the latter part of the nine- 
:teenth century*,. : ; :: :. ' : ;

The primitive methods of producing sugar in the six
teenth' century were continued until the latter part of the - 
nineteenth century, the scale of operations only being . '
enlarged, fhe Island exported 131 tons valued at $15,000 
in 1803,3 - l - ■ . . v - : ' : :

7̂  ̂ 1* Vincenzo Petrullo a Puerto Rican Paradox (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, Press, ^* 40* ̂
2» Arthur I* Sayer, Paul I* Homan, and Earle !C0 James, , The Sugar Economy of Puerto Rico (New York: Columbia Univer-

T 5ress‘,~193^T p, ' h: • : ■ - .71',77 7 -
3o .Knowlton Mixer, op* cit 0, p« 122„



At .this times Spain veered from its raercantilistic 
policies by liberalising its trade policies and by issuing 
royal decrees lifting trade restrictions permitting the 
inhabitants of Puerto Rico to trade with other countries 
aside from Spaino. As a result of the new trade concessions, :
the development of the sugar industry was greatly encouraged •
and. expansion proceeded at an, increased rate In iS^Sy the 
export of sugar had reached the respectable figure of 4S.37& 
tons, ; valued at -$3?63.7,929=̂  . -" > ' v . .": ' : y ' _ C ' '

tinder colonial conditions' the sugar industry had 
attained its maximum production in the "early seventies of the 
nineteenth century» In 1^70, as a result of the elimination 
of import duties on agricultural implements and machinery, 
and because of an increase in demand caused by the Civil War: 
in the Wited States, sugar production Increased at a very . 
rapid rate, remaining at a relatively high level- of production 
until I.892, when agricultural implements and machinery were 
again subjected to import duties,' causing a curtailment of 
production. The decline in production to 46,500 tons in 
1899 was to some degree caused by the destructi.ve storm of
189803: ; ■: ■ ■ 1:2 ■' ■ f .:  ̂ ^ v: -. .• ■ ■: ' ■ : :: . .....;

2. KnowltOn Mixer, op. ext. ,- p. 122. '
So Caribbean Commission, o£.. cit ... pp. 107-108.



Prior to the occupation of the Island by the United 
StateSgh the sugar industry was in a ruinous condition. Lack 
of fertilization, Improper cultivating practices9 techno
logical -lags in milling, processing and marketing,, and V ; 
problems due to an inadequate transportation system, all 
contributed to the depressed state .Of the sugar: industry»
; This judgment seems, to. be. borne out by the report of 7

the special commissioner, Henry K„ ©arrol, in 1S99s when 
he set forth his impressidns -of the conditions of the sugar
industry^ : , . 7 . : ; 7- '
; ‘V.: ;'7-: ; 7 .^7 -̂. : ' . /There are sugar mills on many of the estates,7 very few of the most approved pattern, and centrifugal and mucoyado sugars and molasses are- produced » 7$he eentral-' system needs to be introduced for the sake of ecohomy. Many mills are in ruins and vast sums of money have been wasted in multi

plying poor plants> in the beautiful valley of'$an German, from almost any point, one can seetwelve or thirteen chimneys, the mills of which were long since past grinding.. The triple effect 7. -'7: - system Is found only in a very -few mills and these are owned almost ehtirely by Englishmen and For- 7; eignerSo The old method of pressing out the juice • •7: between wooden cylinders turned by oxen, with openboiling pans, in.which the boiling liquor is skimmed by immense paddles and dipped by hand from phe . vat .to another, 7ls still used in many places. -- 7 The waste from this process, known as the. JamioaTrain System, is very large, and it is difficult ' . to see how any margin of profit is left to.the' producer.1 " .
77 WhenPuerto Rico became a possession of the United :

'States by signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1898, she was

‘~"'̂ ~"r7'̂ ~HenrYJ K 0 farroT. Report on the Island of Puerto 'Rico. Treasury Department Document ZlTW tWashington, D,,o7: 
Government Printing Office, 1099i 9 pp» 42-43 =
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natmrally included in the tariff area of the Inited States c 
While coffee received no protection^ cane was protected hy 
the tariff and this protection of 106 cents per poundg, had
a pronounced effect.on the course of development of sugar
v - . : . ' ; . ; ■ ' ' t industry and the economy of the Island*

I
of smm'

6roptear Production 0rop
Production

. IpOOO Short toms, 

.9# basis
1900-01 ' 821901-02 1031962-03 101
19QF04 139
1904-Q5 1511905-06 2141906-07 2071907-06 230
1906-09 2771909-10 3471910-11 3501911-12 3711912-13,; 396
1913rl4u: 352
1914-15 345

1915-16
1917-131916-19
1920-211921-221922-231923-241924-251925-26 1926-2?
1926-291929-30

1,000 Short tons,

1* U»S:0 Bureau of the- 0ensuso hQSa Census of Agriculture:1950; To!* 11, Parts 51-54 Territories and Possessions (Wash- ington; IJoSo Government Printing Office, 1952), p* 53° I
•2o Association of Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico, Manual of Sugar Statistics (Washington? B0C0: Association of Sugar •̂'"̂ ’’cers ofWpuerto Itico, 1953) P ° n'r'
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I Ccoirfc o} 
PRODUCTION OF SUGAR 
1900=01 to 1953-54

CropTear Production
f ^ O T  Short tons, 9$ basis

1930-31 .1931-32 992
1932-33 8341933=34 1,114
1934=35 7811935=36 926
1936=37 .996
1937=38 1,0771938=39 852
1939-40 1,019
1940=41 9331941-42 1,148

1942-431943=441944=451945-461946=4?
1947=481948-491949-50
1950-51 1951=52 
1952=53 1953=54

Production
.1,000 Short tons 96 basis
1,03S
723964

1,•s:

I;1,2281,3601,1701,190

a-96 = Raw sugar polarizifig 96. degrees contains. 96 percent sugarV--. Refined sugar polarite nearly. 100 degrees „ One pound of'-reflned sugar is considered;the equivalent ©f IqO?'"pounds of raw augaro - • - I-'-.
=01 to 1913-14$ commercial value.

.CO,

to 1908=09, Reports of the Puerto Rico Departments and Commerce, " -■
01909-10 to “37. of Sugar Producers of Puerto
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privileged position caused a continued rise in sugar 
production from the beginning of the twentieth century until 
todays From #2g000 tons in 1900, production rose to 1,190,000 
tons- in 1954». fable 1; illustrates the trend of increases with 

'• slight intervals of decreases during this periodc.̂
, .Mueh of the land now producing sugar was range or waste 

land along the narrow, coastal plains„ . Sugar expanded chiefly 
at. the expense of grazing which then was carried on in these

Behind the tariff wall the production of sugar became 
a very profitable Industry and attracted large volumes of 
American capital<> fhe-large and steady inflow vOf mainland . 
capital had favorable as well as unfavorable effects upon 
the Puerto ®lean economy^

Trends In Oommerce/ ., ;:•:

Instead of more land being devoted to growing of food*- 
stuffs, the production of commercial crops, particularly 
sugar cane, waa extended and a greater proportion of the 
food supply was imported from the hnited Statesi During

I:;,.. ' ttaS 0 Deptc ̂ of Agriculturey Agricultural J%nufactur- ing;"and income Statistics for the Domestic Sugar Areas,:Com- modity- Stabilization Service, Sugar Dlvision^Vol hl'f, Statistical ̂ Bulietih No 0 150 (Washington, D „ 0 0: ° U 0 S 0. Govern
ment PrintingOffiCe, 1954), p» 119°

2, Victor Clark, et al, Porto Rico and its Problems (Washington, B0Co: Brookings Institution, 1930} pp. 6ll-612o



the present century5, the growth Izi- Imports of foodstuffs has- 
paralled the, in'erease in growth of exports of sugars tobacco $, 
and fruits;to the United .States« As the population increased 
instead of more land being devoted to produce food crops, the 
production of eommereial crops was extended and a larger " 
proportion of the food supply was brought from the United .

From 1940 to 1950 only four percent of Puerto Rico8s ex-
' .;V:- ' ' ' h . h' v' : , 2 ■ , ' S ■■ ' V . 'ports went to foreign countries= •Agricultural products 
shipped.' to the United States were valued at 148 million- dol
lars or 72.percent' of the exported merchandise, sugar prod
ucts accounting for over 60% of the agricultural exports.

The dependence of Puerto Bieo on external food supply 
.is emnhasized by the data on shipments from the mainland to - 
the Islandc In 1949”50. edible agricultural products import
ed from the mainland were valued at 100 million dollars, ae=

. . . ■ 1 . - ' Lcounting for one-third of the total merchandise imports*
By virtue of the tariff Puerto Pico was included within
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tile, custom system of the United States0 This position in
creased the Puerto Rican Imports from the hnited States be- 
:cause ’ the same duties applicable to imports from foreign 
'countries to the United States must also be maintained on 
Imports entering Puerto Hico 0 : The result is to eliminate ■.
foreign eouritrles: :as a potential source of supply of eer^ 
tain products wh^letinereasing their costs to Puerto Rico»

The Puerto 'Rican, people feel that thls type of ah 
ahrahgement is unfair̂ , contending that they must purchase . ; 
a great bulk.of "their imports in the United States market 
, -where wages 'ap'd costs are highl and that they are denied 
the opportunity of purchasing their goods , where- costs of 
production may be lower on'many types of products o. - How- 
©vers beneflttihg by the inclusion within the. American cus
toms union so far as its sales are concerned^ and remaining 
. outside that union in eonneetion with its purchases ̂ does not 
point to a reasonable argument Q i Ho state or territory hab.: - 
- re ceived an .exclusi ve right of. this nature in the pas t and 
it is’ unlikely to be granted in the future 0 -.1"

Since June> 193^s the tariff has been supplemented by 
. a quota system to make protection more effective6 Under the , 
Sugar Acts -of 1934•and 1937■quotas were based on the percent- 
; age ’ of this country 8 s ' supply coming from the various areas '.
: in3l93l7-1932,: 1933^3 - ■ : : :  : - -

' -:";. ■ io"'̂ n%%tor Wg%lark s . et a l o p o  cltl ̂ p <>■ 4-10«
2o . Ibid,, pp., 1̂ 10‘=•4̂11«> - ' ' " , • , .
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■ ' - She Jones-Gostigan Act of 1934 and the Sugar Act of 1937 
initiated a new type of control system and remains the basic 
law regulating the sugar industry in the United States and 
imports of sugar into this country* When the. Act expired 
on December 31$,. 1947? the Sugar Act of 194^ embodied the 
primary proirisions of the preyious acts and continued in 
effect, with, some modifications in -1951 and 1953<» Ihe pro
visions of this law will remain in effect until; December 31*
1956V vv'. . V.vy - y, - ;; vv / r . \  ̂;y - :;y ŷvv.;fv

The Sugar Act of 194S, as amended, ■and extended is di
vided into five titles, namely. Title I - definitions| Title 
II - quota provisions; Title III - conditional payments pro
visions; Title Ilf - general provision; and Title If - amend
ments; to the Internal Revenue GodeV The marketing practices 
in Puerto Rico, are greatly influenced by.the provisions of 
the federal Sugar Act,, particularly by the quota provisions 
of Title II and the conditional payments provisions of Title
n i V  y y \  : y: ;y y y ; y.

Since:sugar provides!intensive land use in a thickly 
populated area, it has reached a position of extreme?yimport- 
ance in the economy of the Island, There are 645«o inhabitarte

1 * lawrence: S,; Hyers, By, S» . Siferiing Staff Papers Present - ed to. the Commission on Foreign Economic Policy T^ashington, BTC0 : UtSTlJdvernment Printing Office, 19541% f), 20S.
2o ]>&rshall B, Miller, The Marketing of Sugarcane in Puerto Rico, -Productipn and Ua. rketing Administration, Sugar 'Branch UTST Dept, of Agriculture (Washington; U.S* Government 

Printing Office* 1950) * p, 36. V y - .y '
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per square mile in Puerto Bieos an area that has; relatively 
little manufacturinge Furthermore, because of geographical. 
limitations, a large segment of. the land is not suited for 
agriculture, so that there are not more thanseven-tenths 
of an acre of arable and pasture land per person„ . Of the 

,$#1 acres in crop land, 417,200 acres or 54 percent of 
the land is in sugar cane. The production of sugar cane is 
the foundation on which the economic structure of the Island 
is basedc It is not only the principal crop but also fur
nishes raw material in the form of molasses for the profit-. 
able Puerto Hican rum industry, and bagasse for the paper, 
carton, and wallboard industries«

Sugar cane and by-products, candy rum and inedible 
molasses constituted over fifty percent of the total value 
of exports to the United States in 1 9 5 4 Sugar is the 
most important single- source of employnent <, - . .
' 1'; <i;ccording ;to the United States Census of 1950, 253,000 

persons were employed in agriculture out of a total employ- 
ment of 609$,000 c At the peak of. the season, 139,000 of 
those employed in agriculture were employed by the sugar cane 
Indus try 0 During the low employment' point of the year, 201,000 
persons were employed in agriculture, 27,000 in sugar cane,

lo UTbT^Cuban Sugar Council, Sugar: Facts and Figures. 1952 {Washington, B0Co: U„S0 Cuban Sugar Council, 1952)', Po 60
2o U0S0 Bureau of Census, UoSo Census of 

1950, op. cit. p. 23o table 70. 11 .
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: omt of a total employment of 5959000„ This large difference
is caused primarily by the seasonality ofthe sugar Industry0 
Buring the growing season,, cane ripens rapidly and requires 

' much less attention and labor than the cutting and grinding 
season when time is of extreme importance =,

: The census of 1950 reports a total land area of 6^4
'.acres:, 1 s 844,886 or Sl»8 percent devoted to farm land„ Of . 
the total area in farm land 417s200 acres or 21 percent is : 
in. cane landc:- .

Of a total insular income of 644 million dollars in 1940- 
•49> 1167 million Originated in the sugar cane industry»

11 U <, S0 Government, Annual Report^ to the food and Agricultural Orgahization of the Bnited hations Washington: u%WT#over5ent Printing - Office ̂ 195117 P <



TABLE II 

NET INCOME, BY INDUSTRIAL. ORIGIH1 
(Millions of dollars) 

Industry 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 

All industries, total 659.2 751.5 859.4 924.0 961.4 

A~riculture lll::l.Z l~j:g ~ 128.2 16B 1 J 
Sugar cane cultivation 15.9 72.9 74.4 
Other agriculture 67.3 73.4 89.7 86.0 93.9 

¥~ufacturing and mining 84.6 106.2 113.8 131.1 144.8 

Food and kindred products 37.9 45.1 45.6 45 .. 9 47.4 
B~kery products 3.8 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.4 
Sugar mills and refineries 26.8 32.9 30.8 29.0 28.3 
Beverages 3.9 5 .. 4 7.5 9 .. 2 10.4 

Distilling and bottling 1.9 2.6 2.3 2.5 2.5 
Breweries 1.0 1.6 3.9 5.2 6.3 
Soft drinks 1.0 1.2 1.3 l.g 1.6 

Other foods 3.4 3.2 3.5 3. 4.3 
Tobacco products 4.4 4.7 5.7 6.3 8.1 

Stemming 4.1 4.3 5.4 5.9 1.7 
Cigar manufacturing 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 

Apparel and textiles 18.2 23.8 24.6 31.7 36.2 
Wooden products and furniture 3.5 4.2 4.8 5. 7 5.6 
Printing, publishing and allied 

3.0 3.1 3.3 3.6 3.7 trades 
Chemicals and allied products 5.5 7.1 7.4 8.5 9.4 
Stonec clay and glass products 6.0 8.7 9.5 9.2 8.5 

ement, quarries and gravel 3.9 5.6 6.5 6.0 5.5 
Pottery, glass and concrete 2.1 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.0 

Metal and machinery products 2.7 4.4 5.$ 7.3 9.0 
Paper, leather and miscellaneous 
manufactures 3.4 5.4 ?.1 12.9 16.9 

Contract construction 15.8 ~2:!&: ~ l2.Jt lL.Q. 

Trans;2ortation l9..:lt ;22.2 ~ 37.2 !J:O.!J: 
Railroads 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.9 
Shipping, stevedoring and harbor 

7.8 craft 9.3 11.0 11.8 13.0 
Motor transportation 19.0 19.9 20.2 21.1 23.0 
Other transportation services 2.1 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.5 

1. Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Net Income and Gross Product 
1950 - 1954 (San Juan, Puerto Rico: Governmen~rinting nrlice, ·1954) 
pp. 6-1. 



NET INCO~ffi, BY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN (Continued} 

(Millions of dollars) 

Industry 

Po\'ter and t5as 

Qommunications 

Trade 

F;i.nance 

Banking 
Insurance 

Government 
Federal 
Commqnwealth 

Regular agencies 
Business enterprises 
11{tmicipa1 -

Services 

Real estate 

~ifiscel1aneous 

1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 
a 

0.5 0.4 0.4 0~5 0.6 

1.? 

140.5 

9 .. 6 

6.1 
3.5 

12Q__& 
"4b.3 
103.7 

63,2 
3J.8 
6.7 

62.5 

31.6 

6.1 

2.1 

155.2 

12.4 

8.2 
4.2 

171.1 
60.8 

110.3 
6?.2 
36.0 
7.1 

66.7 

37.6 

6.2 -

2.5 

162.2 

13.5 

9.1 
4.4 

231.3 
107.1 
124,2 
78 .. 3 
38.3 
7.6 

68.5 

22.:2. 
..§.:1. 

3.1 

100.5 

14.6 

9.8 
4.8 

~l 3 
131.2 

85.0 
38,1 

8.1 

~ 

41.2 

...£.:!. 

3.5 

189.9 

15.5 

10.2 
5.3 

266.3 
124.4 
141~9 
92.4 
40.5 
9.0 

ZL1t 
43.1 

....2.:.2. 
Net international £low o£ capital 
returns -17.3 -18.6 -21.4 .::.ill -22.9 
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Bespite the phenomenal expansion which has character
ized the sugar industry under American sovereignty several 
socio-economic factors characterize this trend» Some of 
the consequences that.were caused, at least in party during 
this period hy the intensive agricultural commercialization 
program are, seasonality of employment, increasing depends 
ence oh foreign trade, landlessness, widespread tmemploy- 

. ment, poverty, emigration, political unrest, malnutrition4-
. ' : : - ' ' • i : ' ; ‘ ' - "■ - ■ ■ ■ - O - - .and a great degree of absentee ownership of property, - 
On the other hand, the large steady flow of American 

capital into the. island had very favorable re suits 0 Hew 
industries were created and many new' forms of employment : ' 
resuited» Sugar-cane cultivating, processing and markets 
ing became, by far, the largest single source Of employ
ment and incomeo - • :

Improvements in transportation, and communication, and • 
the development of electric power facilities, as well as 
banking, insurance and similar business-service enterprises 
were all primarily due to the development and growth •of the
sugar industry : : . ... ;

’il! rr^Sarvey S~Perloff, Puerto Rico^s Economic future (Shicago: University of Chicago Press, 19501, pp»
2 o Bailey W0 and Justine Whitfield Diffie, Porto Rico;. M  Broken Pledge (Hew York: The Vanguard Press, 193IT,' P» Tio

Harvey S0; Perloff, bp0 city 1 p. 67. . •. '
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While ceftaiii general economic ajnprovements might be 
attributed to the increased production resulting from more 
adequate capitalized .industrŷ  tp the larger volume and 
aeeelerated rhythm of exchange that attend the commercial
isation of agriculture) .and to the diversification of occu
pations which has inevitably accompamled these two develop
ments 3 still, at the end of this period of rapid economic 
development5 the Brookings report had to indicate that;
She condition of the masses of the Island people remains

JL . . ■ ■ ■ ■ : .
In searching for explanations of the persistence of

poverty in view of the Increased productivity and progress
in the sugar industry, the Brookings report stressed the
population problemy V i .
■ So long as the population : to be . supported' increases more rapidly than the means of subsistence, there can, of course, be no permanent improvement >-:V v of Puerto Rican living, conditions^ ™he enduring ; ' economic problem in Puerto Rico, as elsewhere, is to determine and secure the best balance, between '. respurces and production equipment on the one • hand and the population to be supported on the othero In Puerto Rico the best balance does not now exist, for population has out run the capacity of present economic resources and organization to furnish full employment and satisfactory living 

conditions^

^ br^ST'blark, et al „, op. cit ., pp .. R E IS, ..■.Vi 
2:o; Ibid. o ■ po. tXlTV • .. ' V
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Since l;he sagar iadustFf: is eonsidereel the backbone 
of the Puerto Biean economy, any remedial activity must - 
begin with'an evaluation of the situation as it now_stands. 
The problems confronting the sugar.industry are not simple, 
but on the other hand they are not insoluble®



CHAPTER II

; CAN PRODUCTION OF SUGAR OH THIS ACREAGE M  INCREASED

. Before being able to determine whether or not the govern 
ment of Puerto Rico will continue to follow its present agri
cultural economics policy of growing sugar.for export and im
porting foodstuffs or formulate a program of growing more 
foodstuffs for consumptloii and sacrificing canej, several im
portant questions must be' consideredo:

The first quest ion, coneerning the increased production ; 
of sugar on this acreage will be: considered: Ih tbiis chapter. 
The others $ how stable the United States market for sugar 
'Wl 11 .prove to be ̂ and the possibilities of other markets 
in the world will be surveyed in subsequent chapters 0 
"' Mhile the possibilities of increasing the yield of cane 
on less and better lands and using the released lands for 
the growing of foodstuff s are limi ted $ they are hopeful with- 
' in their restricted .domain,, '/The; determining factors In such' ; 
development, are marketsg agricultural resourcescostss capi
tal P management an.d the political - decisions of the ' government 
of Puerto Rico and the United States# • ,

The primary economic objective is to.obtain the optimum 
returns from the use of the. islahd8s resources by the most -



' - : '' "", ; :  ̂:.' - ' / #

effective and judicious combination of the various possi- : 
MiitieSo ‘ ' .

- V; It has been repeatedly stated for many years in offi
cial reports and elsewheres that sugar-cane cultivation 
had reached its geographieal limits^ Nevertheless^ acreage 
has gone on expanding^ Official figures of the United . 
States: Department- of Agriculture reported 240,000 acres of 
cane land in.1920? and 303 ?000 In 1940c. ^he most recent 
figures show 41? @000 acres of land growing cane in 1953

;there has been an increase not only in the amount of 
land devoted to sugar but also in the crop yield per acre0 
for example in 19183 238,901 acres were harvested producing 
3,709,686 tons of sugar cane, but during 1952-53, 384,600 
acres produced 10,880,000 tons of cane. Yields; per acre 
have increased from about fifteen to. about twenty-seven tons 

How large the cane -acreage might become under - circum
stances of favorable markets and improved transportation 
.facilities, is problematical^ Ihe possibilities are cer- 
vtainly/not^e^ ; - :v; . . -.r

^^^ IT^tiarveyS' 9. ierloff, Puerto Rico? s Economic Future- (Chicago: University of Ohicago Press, 1950.1, , 26lc. ' : v '
- 2o UPS ,, Department of Agriculture., . Oommodity - Stabiliza 

tion Service^ Sugar Division. Aaricultural. Manufacturing: and Income Statistics for the Dome Stic SugarTlf e a s . Statist! 
:. cal Bulletin 150% IT"(ashington, Government Printing
Office, 1954},"PPo 122-123. ■ P; . :P ''

,:-3i Ibid., p.: 122-23, : pV;'.'
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in jProSndliion . ,

Sugar cane is a perennial plant whose maturity is re
tarded in proportion to its geographic areas in 'the tropical 
. region it may1; reach maturity in twelw months fi outside of 
the ttopics where x«riiTber is felt9 cane suspends :its growth 
temporarily and takes 'two year's or-mom to reach maturityo"̂ " ' 
It is customarily .planted.hy placing pieces of stalk from 
growing cane horizontally in a furrow and cohering them with 
solla. In most areas several succeeding crops called ratoons . • 
are obtained from a single planting before it eomes necessary 
to plow the cane roots up again and- replant0 The yield in 
Puerto Rico Is dependent to a great extent on the amount of 
fertilizer, applied and on its .being applied at an early stage 0 
When there is ; a shortage of fertllizerp less intensive meth
ods of cultivation are used ̂ and a larger .proportion of f ields 
are ratooned rather than-reseededo Cane' also requires at 
least seventy-two Inches ofrainfallj^and where that is hot 
availables reliance"must be placed onirrigation0 Apart 
fhom the determination of the weathers always important in •

.1p; Jo Po Sanger^ Census of Porto' Rico (Washington^ D* G.: (t)ve.rnment '.Printing Office s 1900) 9 p ,. 129 Z""
2c hnited States, Wban Bugar .Council ("Isto edc rev<,"; 

Washington^ ho Co & IJnit.ed States Cuban Sugar - Council, 1952},
■ I

' 3o Rexford G-0 lugwe 11 s The Stricken Land (Garden Clty5 
Epyo : Doubleday & Co., IiiCo ,^19h7l,



agricultures, the cane crop yield is often predictable in 
advance:.by the .amount of fertilization^. / '' ■ . .'“v

Abbut 12 to 15 percent of the sugar cane is sugar and 
all of the sugar in-the cane is■recovered in the form of 
liquid0; This |uiee accounts for 35 to 90 percent of the
weight" of sugar can©s the remainder, being mainly fiber

After a processing series of pressings clarifications 
evaporation and crystallizations the product evolves ap
proximating its pure state0 The common standard5 used"for 
:price .quotations is 96 percent sucrose content» The raw . 
sugarg still brown in color because all the molasses has ; ' 
not been removed, is then shipped to refineries for fur- f 
ther processing until it is virtually 100. percent pure 
sugar or sucrpsCo Nearly all the sugar supplied by Puerto 
Bleo to the mainland is shipped in raw form0 Some of the 
by-products includes blackstrap molasses, bagasse and fil
ter press eahe -6 . Molasses is used mainly for the manufact
ure of industrial alcohol and live stock feed* Bagasse is 
used in. the; manufacturing of fiber board5, light weight ; 
building material and also as fuel to power raw ‘sugar mills 0

^r^ltaowTton' Mxer9 Porto Rico (Hew Yorks The Macmillan Company^ 1926 ) , p<= 130» .
20 United Sfate Ouban Sugar Councils opi cite »■ .pp;» 9-U



• .O&ne must be reduced to raw sugar near.- thecane fields 
to be economically handled,0 Time Is of extreme importance 
because any delays in processing soon after cutting results 
in a.loss, of sucrose in the canei Therefores for the most 1 
ef f 1 c lent .bper at ion of a mill it is essential for management 
of thefmill to -be able to exercise a great degree of control 
over the harveat and ,transpoftation of the sugar cane whieh 
the; mill grinds 0 - In discussing the efficiency of mill opera
tion, the Brookings Institution states that« '
i v -̂y- ̂Froiti- a strictly technical standpoint^ sugar ’ .: can be, produced more efficiently and cheaply where. ' . both cane growing and sugar manufacturing are un~ i: ' ' ; der a single administratiorio The highesf cane :; irf '. x• and:sugar yields per acres the best qualities of -: : : cane s and the maximum recovery of sugar per ton of , ■' canej, are found in countries where all operations -;i :: ' from plowing the field to bagging the sugar are : -
; : under one managementf .. : , f ’ -

History has shown that cane" yields have improved as 
lands have, been taken, over and the: growing and pro ces sing ' 
phases blaoed under bn® management' Hot only has the 
quality of the farming imprpvedj, but the level of techni
cal ■knowledge; and managerial ability- are on the average , 
higher with the l ar ge r organi z at ions® . The be s t cane, cul-; 
tivating methods require heavy fertilization and deep

: ; ctor~sT'flarks et al#. Porto Rico and its - Problemŝ
(Washingtoh? The Bfookings Institution, 193'6T7 P®



plowings and frequently expensive outlays upon irrigation 
and drainage often beyond the - reach of the smaller farmer, _

. . . $he organization of plantations in Puerto Rico resembles 
that in Ouba and Santo Domingo where an appreciable amount 
of the cane is groun by Independent planters „ Themill' 
management exercises a degree. of control: over the sugar cane 
by arrangements which are usually made in the contract<, In 
Hawaii'̂  substantially'.all cane is .raised directly by the 

: companies, whi oh operate mills s a • method which largely accounts 
for Hawaii being one of the world leaders in its technical 

. perfection of cultIvation and manufacturing methods0
\ . In . 1953$ when Hawaiian'yield -of sugar -cane per harvested
acre amounted to 83«1 tons • of sugar eanePuerto Rican 
yield her harvested acre amounted to 26®lf. tbps*. -4 difference 
such as .exists leaves a great deal to be •desifed- by Puerto ■
Hi can sugar gr owers ̂ 2  ̂- ■ ; • . : ?

igi ihls difference in yield should not be ascribed solely
-to the difference'in organizational structure in the two 
areas* SoIls climates topography and can® varieties used are 
also important contributing factors in. Cane production*

. Puerto' Rican soils for the most part are sedimentary by

;  ̂ It Arthur Do 'Gayer* Paul D* Homan^ Earle Ks James? TheSugar Economy of Puerto Rico (Hew York: Columbia tXniversity
; . Press^ 1938) 3. p„ .2960 ; ' •;

2* . Victor So C la r k s  et .als; op0 cit» p. 613-
3* Ho So bepartment of Agriculture s Statistical Bulletin 

1509 Decembers 195*14-° op-* cites p° 138°
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;nature 0 East of San .Juan un the north coast and all along . 
the east coasts" soils as a .ruleare comparatively shallow 
and difficult to eultivatea Continuous cropping without 
fertilization has rob'bed the soils of much of its fertility«
' Soils in Puerto Rico are not as productive as soils in 

•Hawaiî  The soils of Hawaii can .assign much of their great 
natural productivity to their origin^ .basaltic lava.1

; Land tenure problems present' incompatible economic de
mands j much of the inefficiency is caused by these small 
operating units growing cane3■ because they lack the ;manager- 
iai know-how and funds necessary to invest in land and equip 
merite Yet, there has been an increasing trend towardvin-.
' Creasing the proportion of independent prpdricers ̂ from 9»21̂.0 
farms in 1938) to 20 9 000 farms in 1953» The amourit of land
owned by the mill, plantation on the other hand has been de
er e aSiUg o ■

The solutions of land tenure problems are matters of 
policyk Experience indicates that large operation units 
with a few exceptions are the most efficient Q Such farms 
should' be encouraged' as much as is commensurate with the 
provisions the land laws of the island,, making full use 
of the corporate and family farms in addition to the coop- 
erative farms^ The greatest efficiency can be secured and

" lo r Victor So: l̂arkl' et: al. g op. cit ., p, 63l}.o
. . 2"; ’ TJoSa Department of Agriculture ̂ Statistical 

Bulletin' 15©» December $ 1954° op. cit. a p. 139®
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i ' ■ '■maintained only by the nse of large-scale methods. 

Inefficiencies in transportation

Because cane,after being put loses its sucrose content 
rapidly ? each; hours- delay in; transporting the cane to the
mill decreases the yield. This problem is of particular
importance in Puerto Rico since as many as 50 trucks were ■
observed at many of the mills waiting to be unloaded^ It 
has been discovered that the major factors responsible for 
the delays at the mill were the lack of organisation in de
livery assignments ̂ inadequate weighing and unloading facil
ities and the use of more trucks than the cane supply war
ranted, Many mills have eased congestion- problems to some 
extent by installing - two sets of scales, one for weighing- 
loaded trucks and the other for weighing empties. Tilting 
tables, operated by hydraulic pressure, have been installed 
by some mills enabling cane to be dumped directly from trucks 
to loading tables and has speeded up truck unloading consider-

Research directed toward better scheduling, routing, im- 
proved handling facilities, and efficient usage of truck ■ 
transportation could eliminate many of the long waits and im— 
prove marketing efficiency.

"^^^^lT^%ort^estern University, The Rural Land 
of Puerto Rico, Dept, of GeographyTResearch

f i  2 o Marshall B. Miller, the Marketing^ of Sugar cane in 
Puerto Rico. Sugar Branch, Production~ana Markiting Rdminlsta- 
tion, iPoSTTBept. of Agriculture (Washington: U.S. Governmentp. 21o ■
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mill to which each grower delivers his cane is 
specified.hy the Public Service Commission of Puerto Rico. 
Often, as is the cases cane is delivered to mills other 
than the mill located nearest the farm« Because of its 
bulk in relation to value and its perishable nature, cane 
is expensive to transport. Minimum hauling distances are. 
usually the most eeonpmi cal» . These exces sive long hauls ■
and cross hauls of cane could be reduced to a minimum and 
Subtracted from the cost of marketing sugarcane.

Certain regions of Puerto Rico have higher sugar pro
duction than others. Even though sugar culture has expanded 
with the establishment of irfigation, the western portion 
of the sub-humid plain is not a high producing area in re
lation to other areas of the island Potential capacity of 
the lands now under cultivation is much greater than actual 
productiono Tf the difficulties related to the efficient 
functioning of the irrigation system were corrected then 
yields per acre could be greatly increasedo These mal- 
functions have severely limited production.

Cane and Terrain

Because of the topographical nature of Puerto Rico and

2. Northwestern University, opv cit., p. 86.



population pressy.r© and the high price cane was attracting 
in the market during World War II and the Korean Conflicts 
cane lands have expanded and'"climbed the hills of the inter
ior» The terrain features restrict the Use of. labor-saving 
Implements, and affect other economies in production that 
are found on the flat lands of the coastal plains0 Hill •
lands are more apt to suffer the effects of soil erosion, 
creating a need for additional fertilizer and thereby add
ing to the labor and material cost a- Yields per acre on hill 
lands ire much lower than yields on.lowlands and generally 
the growers are marginal producers just barely meeting opera-? 
ting costZ ' ;. ■ ■'v ̂  ̂ >--1-̂ v-V

. Several recommendations may be suggested which’: might : 
be beneficial In helping to solve this particular problem^
- To- retire the cane lands oh the hill lands and promote a 
less intensive type of land use would be the first step in , 
meeting this problem̂ , The second suggestion would entail 
soil erosion controls such as contour. fUrrowingj, maintain
ing soil fertility and increasing the protection afforded 
by vegetationo The third and final recommendation would 
involve continued experimentations in developing varieties 
of cane, better adapted to hill areas „ Much work has already



.beeti done:with varieties of sugar cane suited for coastal 
and flood plain areas o However,, because of the recent ex
pansion in acreage of hill land sugar cane and.the low yields 
now obtained a need for improved varieties in such areas is 
apparent.

Heed For Hew Cane Varieties

Although production records were reached in 1950 and 
.19523 much of the increase was the result of expanded acre
age rather than increases in yield per acre* Yields per acre, 
in other cane producing areas under the American flag have.
shown marked increases, During the period from 1938 to 1954,

' ' ■ : ■ - •: " 2 ■: 'Hawaii increased its yield per acre Idol tons, compared to ,
a decrease of 5> 2 tom per acre in Puerto Rico, A large per
centage of the acreage devoted to sugarmne in Puerto Rico 
is in the same varieties of cane that were grown in 1934«
Very little change has been made in the varieties growso 
In Hawaii no variety .that was in use in 1934 is now grown 
on any significant acreage» Moreover those new varieties 
that have been introduced into Puerto Rico in the past twen
ty years, and planted on a small percentage of acreage, have 
brought a recurrence of the sugar cane diseases which threat
ened the industry in the 1920Ts<, Mosaic is again threaten
ing sugarcahe production in addition to other .diseases„ v th ' -

1, ^TbidT, Pr T 60.  ̂ ;■
2, U, S, Depto of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin 150, on. cit,, p„ 139o •
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These conditions stress the need for new and improved cane 
v a r i e t i e s , ' . . V / V: f-V : vV . . -

The need for further research must he intensified and 
expanded, Puerto Sico has depended on- varieties developed 
in other areas in the past, 95 •pereent of the land planted 
to cane in Puerto Rico is planted to varieties which were 
developed in other areas, and of thesevenly 1̂8; percent 
planted to varieties developed for Puerto Bican conditions =, 
This stands out in sharp contrast with Hawaii, Louisiana 
and Florida, where nearly every acre planted to cane is in 
.varieties developed right in the individual area so as to 
assure adaptation to locai conditions.

Another agricultural prohiem confronting growers, in 
the absence of the development of startling new canes, is 
what has come to be known as varietal deterioration. As 
the years advance, it has been widely recognised throughout• 
the sugarpane areas that sugar cane varieties give decreas
ing results, other conditions being the same. This contra
dicts the genetic theory which implies that this cannot ■ hap- . 
pen,2 , , ' . ■- - ' ;

IT PIanue]r?ThOel Valle, ^Puerto Biean Sugar Goals and • Besearch Needed to Meet Them,M , Unpublished Address presented before the First Puerto■Bico Sugar Gongress, University of Puerto Bico,) December, 1953 <» . , •
2 Manuel Gonzales Quinones, -Agricultural Problems of. Puerto Biean Sugarcane Growers,rt Unpublished Address presented before the First Puerto Bico Sugar Songress, University of Puerto Sico, Secember, 1953 = :
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Another approach to increasing production could he made 
through intensified production practicesV - Formerly:, the cane 
fields were plowed up and replanted every three or four years„
.Presently, the .practices are to ratoon six. to ten years on 
most of the large farms, with more or less indefinite ratoon-
■ ' ' " :' . " - . . • • i __ r: . -. ' ' ' ''ing on the smaller farms. In many cases, farmers have sub
stituted the use of fertilizer for many of the intensive prac
tices formerly followed= -The more frequent planting of cane, 
and the optimum combination of 'intensive cultivation and high
fertilization would Increase'the tohiiage of cane per acre by .

- - ■ ■ ' : f ' - - 2 ■ ' ■' ' ; ■ 'a substantiai margin» ' ; -

Certain agricultural practices which have been neglected 
these past few years because of economic reasons could be re
sumed, she reduction of planting and cultivating activity, 
that is leaving trash unturned and cane unweededshave caused ■ 
temporary decreases in costs at the time; but also, can be 
held responsible to some degree for the declining yields per 
acre, Application of herbicides for controlling weeds which 
is the common practice in other areas would have the twofold 
effect of reducing labor costs and increasing yields per acre„̂

1, Manuel Pel Wile, op, cif ,
2, Manuel Del Valle, op, cit. >• f :.

'• 3 c Fernando Ghardon,n Labor" 'Problems of Puerto BicanSugarcane Farms, Unpublished Address, presented before the First Puerto Bioo Sugar Congress, University of Puerto Rico, 
December, 1953« ' ■



Because of the excess of workers available ? Puerto Rico 
has never felt the need of introducing machinery in the agri
cultural phase of production„ With.an abundant supply of 
cheap labor she was able to compete with the other sugar 
producing areas of the worlde -

.However,, as other sugar cane areas introduced labor-h 
saving machinery and the organized labor movement began, Buer 
to Bico found itself in a position of being a high-cost sugar 
producer. If she is to remain an important producer, a con
certed effort should be made toward lowerihg all costs in 
sugar production^ Introducing a well-organizied, mechanization 
program in the agriculture phase of production will be an 
advancement in that direction^ Initiation of this type of 
program must be studied carefully, and effects calculated,.
It must receive the support and cooperation of labor, indus
try and government»

' Labor and Mechanization V : : ’

By merely contrasting the conditions existing in Hawaii 
with those of Puerto Rico, the sugar industries need, in 
Puerto Rico, for increased operating efficiency can be illus
trated, Hawaii produces about the same amount of sugar as. r 
Puerto Rico, under identical price and quota regulating mea
sures,. However, there exists a paramount difference. It



• derives its sugar from about 27&000 harvested acres less 
than Puerto Rico« : Wat is more important, is the fact
that the production is : the result of the .combined efforts 
of 12g000 laborers

fuerto Rico employs up . to 15>0S000 workers during the 
peak of the season' and %0,000 laborers at the height of . - 
their dead season0 The average man-days per acre in Hawaii 
is twenty^eight$ fuerto Rico employs forty-eight» In 
Hawaii, the' average daily wage of the worker, is ten dollars» 
In Puerto Rico the daily wag® is $3o 2^? The yield of sugar 
:cane; per harvested acre in Hawaii is 83 = 1 tons whereas in 
/ PuertO; Rico .the; yield is 26oil tons ^ i. situation wherein 
Pueft© Rico pays the Idwest wage ratess yet has the higher 
labor cpsts per unit of sugar0 if labor productivity is 
to be increased, labor must be given new improved equipmento' 
This requires not bnly the Introduction-of machines but also .
the effective use of those machines by the workers0 Men in
Puerto Rico cannot continue using hoes and machetes in this 
day. and age of mechanization which characterizes the Industry 
and hope to compete with areas using tractor mounted equip
ment, modern harvesters and loaders« . .

1. Ho 8o Depto of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin 15Q, 
op o cito,. pp o, 123-139 o . : . . ; ; r. ; ■ : • •

2o. Manuel Gonzalez. Quinones, op. cit.
3'0 v Ramon Colon Torre s, "The Sugar Industry of Puerto Rico: Its Present. and Future. n Unpublished Address , presented before' First Puerto Rico Sugar ; Congress, University, of : 

Puerto Rico, December, 19̂ 3». .
. I;.,, ■ 'U-.S, Depto of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin 1^0,r» n -If "h"n . 1 P *3 —1 PQ „
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Mechanizatieii in the agricultural phase of the sugar • 

industry will entail mahy problems. Financing labor and 
machinery adaptable to Puerto Rican conditions are the . •
principal ones* ,

Production conditions in Puerto Rico are too different 
from, those of other sugar areas„ transplanting equipment 
currently in use to Puerto Bico would cause great difficult
ies for-these machines were developed for the particular 
conditions where they are•being used» .This leaves Puerto 
Bico with the alternatiye pf developing or devising machin
ery that will function under their conditions or adapting 
some agricultural ■practices to the machines „ •

fhe immediate blocB to mechanisation tends to stem 
from the lack of capital0 The sugar industry is at present 
in a poor financial condition due to the high production 
costs during the past few years <, Sue. to the precarious 
financial condition at this time$ not enough capital is 
available to carry out the big mechanization program now 
n e e d e d ^  .. ■ ' ■ h ' : ' . ' . ■; :

Funds from individual sources are very limited since 
average.incomes are low and the propensity to consume is 
so high that little is saved and left over for investment»̂

:; ■ % 1« > Harvey Berloff, Op. pit., p„ 370, :



Funds must toe attracted from foreign investors to supplement 
home savingso The funds could be obtained either in the form 
of direct investments in the industry or in the form of loans
which will increase the productive capacity of the borrowing
’ : : ' 1 ' ' ' ■ : : ; ' ' ' • ■,■ area.• ■ ■ - :

The next question resolves itself in labor resistance 
to the introduction of labor-saving machinery which might 
threaten their jobs. Beyond a certain point such resistance 
may prove to be very dangerous in a highly competitive indus
try where the security and welfare of the commonwealth are 
in jeopardy,. Labor and management can get together with per
haps the aid of an advisory group from the government and 
form a plan whereby the displaced labor will be absorbed by 
other Industries, Competitive pressures compel the sugar 
industry to introduce machinery if they desire to remain in 
business5 .in' Puerto Rico , The .Puerto Rican people cannot 
sit back idly and hope no one else will make progress0

The failure to mechanize cane farming as much as appears 
desirable has created inefficiencies in other respects. 
According to the Agricultural Census of 19^0, the number of 
work oxen In Puerto Sico has been reduced to ipOsOOO heads. 
That should represent 80j,QOQ aepes of land available for 
intensive production which Puerto Rico needs. Animal
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labor required tbe inefficient uSe of potential cane land . 
for pasture« M'e-chanization would liberate many of these 
acres used for pasture e and more 'land - 'Conldv:be.-'devote d to cans ; 
eultivatioiii, : • :

Aside from freeing land by replacing oxen with machines ? 
economies can be realized by lowering costs„ On one of the 
largest cane farms in the. Anasco. 'Valley, it costs <f - »20 per 
ton to move cane with oxen, and only # . *00 per ton to haul; ■ ■ ■ . ' ■ ■■■ ' 1 ■"y,'." ■ ■ ; y .yv ... . y. '' /
cane >d.th tractors? :

Each year approximately 129590 acres of sugar cane are 
destroyed by disease,  ̂ Ways must be sought for reducing or 
eliminating this' damage through continued research in path- 
plogy and the greater advances in control measures? If this 
can be accomplished,, greater productivity and lower costs 
can be expectedo \
■ y She very serious problem imposed by the. potential com
petition from low-cost sugar producing areas, and by the 
quota and tariff systems, may perhaps best be met through 
minimising the inefficiencies now existent in cane product
ion, in Puerto Mco. Ho single easy solution is foreseeable, 
and"many, socio-economic difficulties will be encountered? 
However, the sugar industry can strengthen its own economic 
position by a well-planned, well^ooordlnated and well executed 
program? ‘She- main objective of the program should concern 
itself with increasing the yield of cane and reducing costs0

1» Horthwestern University, op. cit■>, p« 215» 
2o Manuel A. Del Valle, pp. cit? '
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Efforts earn be made toward increasing the efficiency 
;of cane production and-should be the task of labor and 
; management with the full cooperation of the government: 
barge scale operatiohs rather than small operations should . 
be prac'ticed, where possibleo ' The retirement of marginal 
cane producers from the hill lands must be encouraged°
Oheaper ditching methods in the low lands and irrigation 

.r;: /practices must be improvedo - The : bonsthnt and persistent: - ;/:
development of better sugar cane varieties cannot.be.for-; / 
gotten» The control of insects and diseases, is extremely - • 

-: important«, ̂ -The - study of soils and- concentrating cane-pro- 
• duction to only the best lands must be carried out; Ad

vanced techniques in cultivation and fertilization must be 
'“ applied.. Improving transportation and handling methods is ' 
a dire'.requirementV Scientific investigation must be con
tinued- with/ the ' purpose - of discovering' new produetionvmethods 3 
new marketing techniquesP and new uses ;for the product®

/. - Trainings programs ahd - saBple demon strati oh forms can-he Ip- - -:
break traditional.cultural barriers that have stoOd ih the .

. ’ way' of''progressive agricultural' methods, ^Improved marketing - 
facilities and: methpds are a primary .requirement's (scientif
ic supply9 adequate warehousing, cheap financing, low freights 
and crop and. pric© information,.) / Complete mechanization of 
cultivatihg;and some harvesting operations where possibles
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if of paramount importance and must become an integral part 
of this great revamping process® •

$f all these stepa are embodied within a long rang© 
plan# in part or in its entirehigher yields at . a lower 
cost of;productidn may be expeetedo The possibilities for . 
inereased sugar production are certainly not exhausted and 
should' som© of the aforesaid adjustments be made5, ' Puerto 
Ricors sugar producing possibilities may be realised̂ , '
These changes, and modification:to increase;efficiency will 
evolve into economic benefits for all factors of production 
engaged in, the sugar industry and will,:also bring about a . ■ 
decided impact on the different levels of life of the people 

\ ' intgenerale : ;'1 r: :; f vt ■■: ; p
Instituting a program to improve the position of the 

, sugar industry must be viewed from the broad perspective of 
the Puerto Rican Economic Development in its entirety® It 
must be integrated with the general program of development 
of all the real potentialities of agriculture and the pro- 
gram of industrialization which is being guided and acceler
ated by the Economic Development Admini strati on o v ,
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HOW ..STABLE, will the u 0.s6 harket for sugar prove to. be 

; United States Consumption and Areas of Supply.

: Tkt©- .supply 'of sugar iii thd United States is of special 
interest: to ■Pnerto Rican prodneers ;becans® the distribution 

; of sources has varied to. some extent in the paste: The
sourees are the domestic sngar beet area of the West and ■ T 

: Midwe st p.. the sugar, cane areas of Louisiana., Florida^ Hawaii 
And Puerto lico s • and the foreign sugar cane, areas $5 mainly 
tiuba and the Philippihes„ ' ■ . '

Domestic production and imports are controlled by a ’ ' ,
system:'of' .quotas set annually by the Secretary of Agricult-
iireMn' accordance with the provisions of the Sugar.Act of ; 
lf!|.8s '&s amende do .There is a tariff of five=eights of a 
cent a- pound for sugar from; foreign countries. Euban 'sugar 
is given a preferrential tariff rate and pays one-half cent : .
ar’p o u n d I n  additibn to the dutys there is an excise tax of
. one =half cent a pound., raw value # on all sugar imported or 
rrianufactured in the United States* The proceeds: of this tax 
are to4 finance, the .present system of payments made to grow- 
erso To be eligible for receiving such payments certain re™ : 
quirernents must be met by the producers with respect to 
quantity of sugar produced, wages paid and avoidance of child
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labor* Tbo volume of sugar, import©d is not affected by the 
tariff and excise tax,, which is determined mainly by,.quota 
alloeatlono 1 " ' :.: ; ;

The primary objeetive of the present system of allocating 
the' American sugar market was designed to provide price-; \ 
stability, for a notably unstable commodity0 Sugar production.
is an industry that requires a high capital investment.and

' ' ' - ■ • 2 '' : ' ' ' ' ■ " ' ' ' ' * fixed costs are heavy; Output cannot be adjusted readily,
to price fluctuations and inelasticity of demand* Protection
of mainland beet producers» uncertainty as to supplies in : .
wartime^ and revenue- purposes are: the other factors which
Occasion the establishment of controls0
. The most important use of sugar in the United States and

throughout the- world is as food* Normally sugar provides
about 16% of the energy in all food consumed in the United
States I Per capita consumption of refined sugar in 19lj.8 '
amounted to about 9it- pounds and has averaged 9S pounds in re-

k- < ■ ■ : f-t ■ - ..cent years*. ■ :: r, \ . ;.c.- -

r" I w ^ h e  Publiefidvisory,Board for Mutual Security^ A - 
Trade and Tariff Policy in the National Interest1 -(Washington: 
U;So Government Printing Officef^Pebruary, 1953)  ̂ P» 20.
: l'"f; 20 Marshall EL Miller, "S u g a r Marketingg The Yearbook of Agriculture$ 1951}-$■ U0S0 Dept, of Agriculture (Washington: 
UeS0 Government Printing Officej, ;1951|-)s P.

3‘» ■ United States Cuban Sugar Council^ Sugar, facts and Figures, 1952 (Washington: United States Cuban Sugar~"Councils 
l^TTpoTitr ' ■ ; , ■ ; ' r

Ibid. , p. k6 © ' ' f - - ' i ' •



The .United States is; the greatest, sugar-epnsiming coun
try in the worlds The total annual consumption in recent 
years atoo-unts to 7»6 million tons of refined sugar* The 
total -production of beet and cane sugar in 19S>3 amounted to 
1|.s& mi 111 on tons in the United States and its possessions, ■ 
The difference between the sugar consumed and the domestic 
sugar produced is imported from foreign countries0 Chiba 
and the -Philippines are the main foreign sources of supply.
In .19$% Cuba exported 3 million tons j, and the Philippine - 
Islands .7 million^, tbns .of • raw sugar.;to the United States'0.

Puerto Rico represents about 2$ percent of the domestic 
. sugar-•ihdustryi producing c, 9. million^, tons for the United 
States continental consumption In 19$3® The other domestic 
sugar 'areas are the 19 states growing- sugar beets / the .main
land- cane "states of Louisiana and Florida, and the territory 
df Hawdilo. 1. •: p, ',;

In 19$2=$3g of the total sugar produced by the United
States j,: cane growers produced 2.8 million tons and beet
growers l0lp million tons of sugar0 . . ' 'h;

I v Association of Sugar Producers of . Puerto Rico' Manual of Sugar Statistics (Washington*, Do C0: Association of Sugar 
Producers of Puerto: Rico# 19$3) pp. 16-17« • ' If: .'
- •: .2o Loco • cito /• ; - ' ; ' 7 - , / ; '

; 3* .̂ Ibido s p» jp6 ■ ,;v.'
' ; 4. .' .Ibid.', p, 19. . . ' ' .

' V -: 4  y ' :
. 60 • ibldo7,' pp. 16-17° ■; :

. 7o Iblde # p» 19®- ■ r
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fhe. stability of the United States market is to a great 
extent determined by the demand for sugar and sugar by- 
products,, Many political, social and economic factors add 
to the complexities of the demand schedule a Nature of the 
product9 customs and traditions„ prices9 new uses, tariff 
policies, agrieulture policies, dependability of supply, 
production and marketing techniques, national income and 
nutritional advancements, influence, directly or indirectly, 
the demand for sugaro / v • " .

Of major, concern, is the effect that these factors have 
on the Puerto Rican share of the domestic demand for sugars 

fhere exists wide variations in the relative importance 
pf sugar cane and sugar beets to agriculture in the various 
areas supplying the United: States with sugar» The economies 
of Puerto Bico, Hawaii and Cuba depend most heavily upon 
sugar productiono Only about six percent of the cultivated 
area in the Philippines is planted in cane0. Less than one- 
half of one percent of the total.cultivated area in the Qon- 
tinental United States is used for growing sugar cane and 
sugar beets =. In Puerto lie©, according to the census of 
1950, over 30 percent of the cultivated acreage was in cane
land & ' . ■' . ; ■ \ - ■ . ■:
- . ■ ■ ■ I ■ ; I c,

1 ' . - -United States Cuban Sugar Council. opi cit . np 3^39. . . : u —  3 ™
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Any contract!qb or expansion of the market in the 
United States will have a significant hearing on an agricult
ural economy speciaMsating, in one or two crops 0 fherefore, 
any changes occurrings whether economical or political9 that 
will augment purchases of Puerto Hican sugar or on the other 
hand/ diminish purchases by the Snited States seriously ef
fects the entire economic structure of Puerto Rico.

Sugar Prices and the Quota ::

The price of raw sugar in the United States, under the 
present quota system, depends upon the market %s estimate of 
the demand situation;, as compared with the-supplies made 
available by the total quotas <, If it is believed that the 
demand is greater than the combined quotas* . the price rises,, - , 
If the demand for sugar is believed to be-exceeded by the 
combined quotas at the then current prices9 the market price de
clines, However9 these price effects of the-total quotas are 
modified often by the marketc s estimate of .‘prospects for a 
change in the determination of consumption requirements which 
are of course s equal to the total quotas.

Having no statutory power to fix prices as such, the 
Secretary of Agriculture* by his power to fix the estimate 
of total consumption requirements and to revise it from time 
to time has some control of price trendsf . ’ 5

p. gbo . -■ X
. •" 2:.; IbidVr bo 80. . ' ' ' ' - .  ̂ * t v;h



,v '; -T;/; ■ , ' ? V r;::: ■.' : ■ / '
■ / The main, objectives of the Sugar Act of 1934s were to 

achieve prices'that will not be excessive to the customersj, 
to make price stability and to maintain and protect the 
domestic industry s' : \

Since .the inception; of the Act> prices have been re la.”-'
: tiyely\stablej,; rising-; f r o m c e n t s  per pound retailed ini 

1934. to 10e3 oents^ per pound, in 1952® This rise has been 
. A miiph less proportional increase than have the prices of . -
most other food products«, The primary beneficiaries have 
been the customers and domestic industrial users of sugar»
■ On the other hand,,' since sugar incomes and costs are 
strongly influenced by the price of .sugar in relation to 
'/general pricess purchasing power has declined and cost of 
production has increased in Puerto Rico0 • :
I- ; / ;lf;the general/price ' level continues to rise propor- 
tionately at a faster rate than the price of sugars then 
''the stability of the sugar market may be. endangered» For ; 
under the assumption that the price.of sugar lags behind 
the general. pr 1 c© lev© 1 and the demand for sugar' strength
ens h any increase in costs would eliminate marginal producers 
and reduce the sugar supply. As supply is decreased prices 
lio.uld piSe rapidly stimulating production; eventually, as 
production increased, the prices' would fall until a new

11 Marshall^ifr Miller, -opo cl to p. b.31. p ; ,
, 2. Association of Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico, op, 

cit  ̂.p . 24>. 'V /; : I- ' ■ : ; , , : p p '' ; : ,
3* Loco clt. : 'I
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equilibrium ha<3. been attainedo •

' factors Affecting Stability •

lutritibng Another condition that may cause disturb
ances in the demand for sugar - is progress in nutrition<> 
Suppose incomes and prices remain the same; advances in 
'applied' nutrition: may make themselves felt in the economic 
Pphereg by changing the taste of the consumer and by.in
creasing the effieiency of foods The former may either in
crease or decrease the demand for food; the latter, howeverj, 
definitely points to a curtailment in demand»

Nutrition asa movement has expressed itself thus far, 
principally in measures to close the nutritional gap. This 
.movement'̂ has accelerated the demand for food« and therefore,

- - - 2 - ; • 'the d®mand for sugar e . vA . , '
The quantity of sugar consumed in the United States is 

closely related to variations in disposable personal ■income o 
.In periods of rising incomes, the consumption of sugar in
creases; in periods of declining .incomes the quantity of . •
sugar consumed decreases*

I* : Philip Go Wright, Sugar in Relation to the ■Tariff 
-(New York: McGraw-Hill Book GOmpany, Inc«, 19^) pp. 275-

: V : .tn'y: ,
;2<>' Tlieodore Schultz^ Agriculture in an Unstable Econ- 

omy (New Yorki McGraw-Hill Rook Gompany, IncP, IPU-̂ T̂ P» 70®
3o. Association of Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico, op . clt o a Po l8o ' . •



incomes During periods of emergencies this correla- 
tiong as a rule5 does not necessarily apply0 During World 
Mar, I and World War ily incomes did rise considerably1but 
there wasn^t a corresponding rise in sugar consumption^ How^ 
ever,- this was largely due to the curtailed.supplies and the 
institution of system of price controls and rationing"by the 
governmento Although there are exceptions, such* as the one 
cited,: the re lat ion. ship between income and sugar' consumption 
is'a significant one and must be recognized when analysing 
- market-' stability for . sugapo - ; .

;Mature« Hurricanespests9 disease dr other - forces of
 nature - that; may cause a drastic reductipn of sugar in. areas
supplying the United States with cane sugar could cause 
fluctuations in the demand for sugar,0 Assuming the quota 
deficit could not be met by any one of the producing areas 
dr through surplus stocks", consumption would be reduced and 
prices would rise because of the moderately inelastic demand 
for 'sugar«, * ; ■ ; ' . v : ■■ - ; v '

Substitutes I.- The use of sugar substitutes may pose as 
a threat and serious competition to the sugar cane, and sugar 
beef industrieso Several substitutes for cane and'beet sug
ar are used in the United State So Shortages in the United 
States, during World War II, caused a marked expansion in the. 
use'of various sugar substitute s« Corn sugar and sirup,



maple sugar .and sirups sorgo sirup and honey are the most Im
portant^ . ; h  ̂ - ; , :

In 1949s the per capita consumption of corn sugar in the 
United States amounted te l{.69 pounds^ as compared to. only 2*8 
pounds In 1935° The figures lor corn sirup were 7®2 pounds 
li; 193h to 9®2 pounds :in 19Il9»̂ : / ' : ' ■ •: .h : ,p .

These ■ increase s. in per capita, consumption of these sub
stitutes may not cause any grave repercussions in the com
bined foreign and domestic areas supplying the consumption 
requirements of the United States^ but it will diminish the 
aggregate demand for sugar deriyed, from cane and beefs o 
” • • If the entire reduction in the demand for sugar were at 
the expehse; 'of Puerto Rico: or Hawaiis, with economies depend
ing oh the specialisation of one of two crops 9 then the con- 
sequehees .could be very seriouss ;: .. :.5' v - '

hew HsesB The development .Of new uses for sugar “and 
Shgaf by-products could be another factor in incfeaSihg the 
;aggregate demand for sugar0 Aside from being used' for food 
valuej, sugar has been put to a wide variety of industrial 
uses0 Sugar is used in scores of curious and unsuspecting 
ways <, . It is an ingredient in hair tonics and shoe polishess 
in adhesives» photographic materials and explosives o It is 
also used in tanning leather and silvering mirrors. About

. ''~"'''* 'l?r"“Tnllê '"''States Cuban Sugar Council <, opo cit«s pp«
kZ-kly . ■ • - : ■



sixty riiilMon "po-mids of" sugar a yeap is used for compound
ing prescriptions and-pharmaceuticals$, Many insectieides 
are derived from sugar= Ethyl alcohols .industry’s most 
versatile solvent^ and basic raw material in the produetion 
of synthetie-rubber is made through a transformation process 
and is eonverte d from molasses <> . JffitriCs lac tie .and gluconic
acids; found in the food and medicine; acetone and butanols 
used in*plastics are the results of sugar fermentatioih 
fhrough various chemical processes $ and intermediate"steps$ ' 
more than ten thousand derivatives are obtainable 'from sugar«
; fhO vpossibilities-areystill being explored for wider and ; ' 
greater nse.Sy and must be ant icipate da , . . r' ■ - i'
' ' In a recent press release it was stated by Dr0 Henry Bc 

HaSs, President of the Sugar.Research Foundations that a 
whole new family of Chemical processes based on sugar may' 
bring about a revolution in modern living® Dr® Hass said,, 
this, is the dawn of the age of sucrochemistry; there-1 can 
$io longer be-, any serious doubt there will soon be an impor
tant organic chemical industry based upon sugar and its by- .
produc’bsi11 ■ d' b ■ ■ ■■ V!

* Availability of a new family of detergents for commer- . 
cial productions by possibly next fall^ will be lntrodueed0

, .. ;:-iy— ■ Research Foundatiph I n c Sugar., An Illustra-
ted Storv of the Production and Processing of a Natural Food
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Low in cost compared with present detergents^ digestible^ 
bland in taste5, non-irritating to the skins nnaffected by 
hardness of water3 are the outstanding qualities that char
acterise the new detergente

Many new companies are actively investigating the new 
sucrose esters from which the detergents are made» Sham- 
poos5, toothpastess chocolate beverages,, salad dressings^ 
dehydrated foodsg bread softeners^ cosmeticsg secondary oil 
recovery from oil wel3Ls? livestock feeds and; poultry rations 
are among the products and processes of which may make use

' , ' ' ;■ ' - "T- " "of this much more efficient emulsifiero Inevitably, if the 
mew developments are accepted commercially, increase utilisa
tion of sugar will follow and demand for sugar will expand0 

Increased use and continued developments of by-products 
of sugar may substantially reduce cost to sugar producerso 
Lower costs will bring about lower prices and with lower 
prices the level of consumption should riser other factors 
remaining the same 0 'h ■ '

Bagasse, the cellulose fibre remaining, after the juice 
has been crushed, is the principal by-product of the sugar 
cane industry, It serves as a fuel and is the basic raw 
material for making wall-board paper, and insulation, and

lo ifcssoeiated Press: liswtch, &rigona laily Star 
Ifucson), May T, B 5 5 s P*
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■Dromises to be valuable in the production of certain types
. ' 1 

of plasticso
Another important by-product of the sugar industry is 

its blackstrap molasseso is used for rum, alcohol and 
in preparation of fodder, a feed for cattle= least, high 
in proteins, is also derived from molasses»

Aconitic acid, a new by-product established since the 
close of the Second World War,.is present in Puerto Ridas 
sugar cane blackstrap. It may be used in a variety of chem
ical processes, and compoundse Improved recovering methods 
may make it feasible for commercial use and add another sub- 
stantial by-product to a growing list4

It seems inevitable, that as new products and new uses 
are developed, Increased utilization of these developments 
will continue. As sugar becomes increasingly important, 
greater quantities will be absorbed and aggregate demand . \ 
for sugar will rise©
" Industrial bsesi Another factor adding to the "complex
ity of,the sugar marketing structure is the way sugar is be
ing used. The proportion of sugar purchases for household 
Use, restaurant and institutional usage has gradually been

iTT^^THgar^esearch Foundation Inc., op, e;it> 1
Nartln, lsThe Production and Use of Sugar,?? Srops 

in Peace and War, The Yearbook of Agriculture, 1 9 5 0 - 1 9 5 1 ;" 
WTST Bent, of=tZgriculture (Washington: b0S0 Government Print- 
|ng Office, 1951) , pp, 297-296, .
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declining since 1935s from about percent of the total 
sugar marketed to about 49 percent in 1953? On the other 
hand, the. industrial, use of sugar has increased from about 
28 percent to 51 percent during the same periodo^

The tendency of people to consume more baked, canned, 
frozen and other ready-to-eat foods has been greatly respon
sible .for the shift within the demand schedulea Ganners,
ice creams and carbonated beTerage manufacturers, bakers,

! - ■ "and confectioners are xthe' leading industrial users of sugar?
This shift within the demand schedule may not effect the 
quantity of sugar consumed immediately but the possibilities ■ 
remain? The stronger financial position of the larger in
dustrial users enables them to carry on investigations and 
experiments with respect to new ingredients, anyone of which 
may augment or for that matter contract the demand for sugar«̂

Shipping laws I legislative changes with respect to ship
ping laws could bring about a reduction in sugar prices, par
ticularly on sugar produced in Puerto Rico.. Puerto Rican 
'trade is subjected to American coastwise shipping laws? All 
goods moving between Puerto Rican ports, and between island 
ports :and the United States are required by law to-be1carried
ih.American ships? Since Puerto Rico has no merchant marine

Tv^HarshaSTT Miller, 0£, cit =, p, 434?i;
Ibido/ po 434- :



except for a few vessels engaged in local traffic, practical^ 
ly all of Puerto Rican trade is now carried by American ships-0 
She economic significance of this situation is that the im
ports and exports alike of Puerto Sieo carry somewhat higher
rates than would be the case isier® Puerto Bican traders free

Xto employ the less expensive carriers of other countries» 
this artificial handicap manifests itself in a higher 

price for sugar9 The requirement that American ships shall 
be used tends to offset the advantage which the tariff gives 
to Puerto Rico in selling in American markets= For example, 
the Cfuban rate on raw sugar to Hew fork, is thirty-three 
cents per hundred pounds, while the. corresponding Puerto 
Rican rate is forty-two cents per hundred pounds, a differ-

2 ' i ,  ̂ .eric© of nine cents« Any reduction in transportation costs 
through modification of the coastwise shipping laws could 
add strength to the market position of Puerto Rican sugar» 

PopulationI Population change is another important 
factor to consider when determining the rate of expansion 
of the demand for sugar* As population increases the de
mand for sugar will also grow* Any changes in the demand 
will have an effect upon, market stability*

■ ’ i' 1 o Victor bo #lark, et al =, Porto Rico and its Pro.b- - lems, (Washingtons The Broofixngs Institution, ), :p. ‘̂I’l,
2* Ro. Ho Cottrell, Beet-Sugar Iconoajes (Caldwell,Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd =., 1952 j, p« 249»



She annual average increase of sugar consumption during . 
the last ten years has been about 125s000 tonŝ - in the United 
States, She continued growth in population has to a great 
extent been responsible for this increasethis gradual 
expansion of sugar consumption may logically be expected 
to continue as long as the current trend in population in
crease continueso •■r

Whether or not Puerto Rico will be given its proportion
al share of the annual increase in consumption in the United 
States depends upon the decisions of the Secretary of Agri
culture when he allocates the sources of supply. If the 
trends in the past may be used to forecast the future, then 
Puerto Hico will receive a proportional share of the annual 
increase of 125?OQO tons. Puerto Rico?s share of the domes
tic quota has been 12.5 percent.

Her proportionate share of the annual increase would 
amount to 15s625 tons of raw sugar,

'Standard of living# Any changes in the standard of 
living could bring about changes in the demand for sugar,
Pood is essential for existence and. is one of the basic 
drives of; human nature and is often associated with organic 
pleasureI Any increase in the gratification of the basic

- Ill 1. United States duban Sugar Council, opl citil p. IS,
S'-i: V>2. Association of Sugar'Producers of Puerto Rico,
Si*- P° 49. .
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and pleasurable drives would be reflected in a growing de
mand for food and a corresponding increase in sugar consuap^

' 1 '■ tlOHc, /
Government Regulation: Effectiveness of sugar legisla

tion is one of the most important determinants of market 
stabilityti The quota system3 tariff protection, and sub
sidisation are all part of the structure» Any great changes 
in any of the above factors can seriously disrupt the entire 
marketing structureo Since the inception of the Sugar Act 
of 1934s, a great degree of market stability has been achieved 
so it would be very unlikely that the Federal Government 
would introduce any measures that might seriously disturb this

Although the Secretary of Agriculture determines the 
consumption requirements of sugar in the United States and 
the originating sources of supply, expansion or contraction 
of market demands will be determined by certain economic 
factorso Population, purchasing power, consumer preferences, 
availability and price of substitute products, new uses and 
certain aspects of supply are the principal onesSince, 
the demand for sugar is relatively inelastic', any substan
tial growth in demand will depend primarily on population

I, - Safle;Sc Zimmerman, Consumption and Standard of hiv
ing (Hew ’forks B„ lan lostran'E" Company, Inc = ,"193577"P» 65P

20 Bichard 1. Foote and Frederick hundy Thomsem, Agricultural Prices (lew fork: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inco,- "19̂ 1%''-
b o  4 5 -  : V  ' ■ ■■ : • '  -r '



growfeii and new uses 0

fhe Outlook

the'outlook for the future points to a gradual expan
sion of total demand'in the Snited States with each of the 
supplying areas receiving a proportional share of the in
crease » " ‘

the varied producerss the difference in their costs of 
production and the international aspect of the industry 
necessitates some degree of governments,cemtrol of supply 
factors if stability is to he maintained0

On the other hand, excess capacity of refineries, and 
the uniform characteristics of sugar wberhy little, if any, 
consumer preference for a particular brand remains often re
sults in price cutting practices by companies, to gain a lar
ger than proportionate share of the growing total demand c,
This situation requires a certain degree of control over the 
demand factors by the government>

As long as controls remain intact, over both supply and 
demand' factors, market stability will be maintained, Any 
changes that may come about resulting in changes in the pres
ent arrangements will- largely be the result of political deci
sions and not economic influences9 - -

■ In so far as the relationship between Puerto'lied and 
the United States regarding sugar afcst concerned,.there will



be a gradual expansion of the amount of Puerto Mean sugar 
used in'the United States„ As long as the current political 
relationship remains the sames Puerto Rico can be expected 
to be given its proportional share of annual increases in 
consumptiono Whether or not Puerto Rico will be able to 
meet the increases in demand will depend on all factors gov
erning supply <,



CHAPTER IV

.: ARE THERE ANT: HEW MARKETS ?
' J World Production and Consumption 

Sugar iai one of the' commodities on wliich. many govern
ments have placed many -types of restrictions and controls„ 
Tariffsj internal taxes5,consumer subsidies, controls on 
supplyquotasand trade agreements are the more impor
tant ones utilized.today0 The chief reasons for these 
underlying controls are revenue purposess uncertainty as 
to supply during vrartime>; protection of high-cost domestic 
"industries: and sensitivity of sugar to price fluctuation0 ;
. Only a. small portion of the sugar produced, about 10
percdnt of world production^ enters what constitutes the 
wprld free sugar'market * It represents more nearly a sur
plus 9 which ;completes the requirements of deficit-supply 
countries not filled by producers within the controlled 
systems of such countries„"** This makes instability' a ■char
acteristic of the world sugar market ; and .makes .prices in ' 
that segment of the market highly susceptible to ' the full 
inflationary and deflationary effects of changes in world v 
production and cdnsumptiono Because of the narrowness of

l.o Mar shall Ef Miller̂ , " Sugar" Marke ting 3 The Year- book of Agriculture19^, H, So Deptf of Agriculture' (Wash-. ; ihgton; U. So Govermnent - Printing Office^ 1911) p« lj.35«



of the free world market even small changes have significant
1 : ' - . ..effects*

A certain amount- of contrbl has been extended to the 
free sugar market when the International Sugar Agreement 
came into force on May ls 195%o In essences practically 
all the sugar produced in the world is subjected to some 
type of control*

The sugar industry today is very big business * The 
annual world production is over lj.1 s 000,000 short tons =
World cane production of sugar is double the production 
of sugar derived from beets * Table III, shows the leading 
producers of beet sugar by country and Table IV, gives the 
statistical data on world bane productions

- TABLE III1 ;
WOfiLD PRODUCTIOH OP BEET SUGAR, 1929-30 TO DATE

' ' E U R. 0 P E -- Great , - - .
.. - , : ■ ■ BritainUnited and OtherSeason States9, Canada^ Ireland8, Countries World  —  ---—  —--r— — .
1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 - 1,000 short short short short ■ shorttons tons tons tons tons '

1929=30 1,010 31 3HS 8,890 10,3731930-31 1,205 %6 493 10,954 12,820

1* Association of1 Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico, Manual of Sugar Statistics, (Washington, D0Ca: Associationof Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico, 1953), po 48®



TABLE III (eonto j1 
WORLD PRODUCTION. OF BEET SUDAR, 1929-30 TO DATE

E D R 0 PE Great . Britain
Season UnitedStates'a Canadaa andIreland Other b Countries World0
1931-32 :i>148' ' 54 1 301 • 8,058 9,666
1932-33 1,351 64 387 6 ,8 3 6 8,7641933-34 1 s 642 66 546 7,638 10,050
1934-33: 1 1̂59 57 721 8,737 10,810
1933-36 . 1,178 60 617 9,502 11,4871936-37 1 ,3 0 8 76 685 9,074 11,2881937-38 1,285 60 514 10,269 12,258
1938-39 1,682 . 72 385.' 9,231 1 1 ,5 2 0

1 9 3 9 -40 1 ,6 4 9 85 629 10,283 12,811
1940-41 1,770 107 630 9,919 12,601194l=42 1,478 100 630 8,136 10,519
1942-43 1,615 95 647 7,545 10,0671943-44 938 65 672 6,899 - S, 691

1944-43 : 987 83 544 . 5,740 7,4671943-46 1,196 82 680 4,232 6,3271946-47 . 1,463 103 692 6,769 9,1851947-48: 1 ,7 4 2 78 ' 554 6,367 8,9071948-49 1,227 89 722 9,520 11,800
1949 -30 1,511 112 619 9,830 1 2 ,2 2 91950-51 1,885 149 856 12,195 15,287-195l-32_ 1,441 121 768 1 2 ,4 0 4 1 4 ,8 9 7
1952-53 1,432 149 739 , 12,248 1 4 ,7 3 0
1953-54

Rdfined Sugar 0
bo — Principally raw sugar0

Raw sugar equivalent (100 pounds refined sugar equiva-
.... ^ lent to 107 pounds raw sugar).

d»- Estimated
I, Association of Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico, Manual of Sugar Statistics (Washington, D00o: Association of SugarProducers of Puerto Rico, 19̂ 3)# P» 17=



TABLE IV1
PBODUGTIOS OF gUOAl. FIOM SUGAR 01MmffU@ALct AIB '101.-
OE1TRIFUGAL , lE'SPEGIFIED AREAS AM) ESTIMATE# WORLD TOTAL

(Millions ©f Ifetrie Tons)

Worth America 
Hawaii, West
Indies and 

Year Central America Asia
South
America ■ Africa Oceania

. World 
Total

1931-35° 6,265 9,412 2,197 ' 1 998 836 21,708
1936-40° 7,325 9,918 ' 2,915 1,274 1,106 22,538
1941-45° 7,829 8,333 3,368 1,373 906 21,809
1946 8,520 6,104 . 3,555 1,175 819 20,173
1947 " 10,639 6,103 4,046 1,319 757 • 22,854
1948 10,874 7,139 4,4l0 1,498 834 24,755
1949 10,676 7,863 4,723 . 1,602 1,206 26,070
1950 11,855 7,975 4,461 1,603 1,192 27,086
1951 1 13,611 8,454 4,876 1,811 1,166 29,918
1952. 11,948 * 9,310 5,071 1,716 . 1,000 29,047
1953 10,600 ■ 9,200 _ 5,100 1,800 . 1,500 28,200

a - Centrifugal sugar, as distinguished from non-centrifugal includes cane sugar produced by the 
centrifugal process, which is the principal kind moving in international trade.

b - Hon-centrifugal sugar includes all types of sugar produced by other than the centrifugal
process which is largely for consumption in the relatively few areas where produced. All of
non-centrifugal- sugar is produced from sugar cane.

e - Annual averages, 1931-35, 1936-40, 1941-45 . ,
d - Source of estimated figures for 1953: United Nations, Interim Coordinating Committee for

International Commodity Arrangements, Review of International Commodity Problems, 1954 
, April 7, 1955) (New York, 1955), PP- 26-2?. '

. 1. U.S. Department of A, Statistics, I (Washington, D.( ieulture. Production and Marketing Administration, Sugar Branch, Sugar : ' U.S. Government Printing Office., 1953), pp. 297, 298, 299. — —



; During ¥brid War II sugar production reached Its low
point; in 19l[.6i, when the output of sugar was about 28 percent 
below the = 1936-2.940 average» The decline wa.s. largest in Eur
ope and Asia with somewhat less of a decline in Africa, and , 
Australia^ while the output in South America increased slight-
ifA' : -Vw- ;V  ' ■'■ ■■ • ' ' :' ;

About 60 percent of the centrifugal sugar and all of the 
non-centrifugal sugar of the world is produced from sugar 
cane,, About 86 percent,of the supply of beet sugar in the 
world is produced in Europe; including the Soviet Union, 13 
percent in .the..United States and nearly all of the remainder 
in Oanada, Trends in the World output of cane and 'beet i;; St 
sugar 'jsShce : 1931 are shown on Table III and IV. - .

Asia produces three-fourths of the non-centrifugal sug- : 
ar with India alone .accounting for more than half the ;world . 
totalo . South America produce s most, of the remainder, Eon- 
centrifugal sugar; a product'' of comparatively poor quality; '
seldom moves in international commerce and is usually con- ''h
- ; ■ : . ■ ; . 3 '•■■■■ ■ S ' " ■ - 2 " ■sumed in the areas where it.is produced.

1, United States: Cuban’ Sugar Council; Sugar; Pacts . and Figures3 1952 (Washington; D.OS: United States"Cuban o Sugar Council; 1932) p<> 18, S ' ;
; 2o Ibid, ; p0 17o : ’ : .



the'data on smgar in Table 131and "W illustrate a very 
interesting relationship between cane and beet production, 
Buring the decade from 1943 and 1953> cane production in
creases were far greater than were the advances made by 
beet producers j not only 5n absoltfeLterms but proportionally, 
logically then the greater part of increase in world con
sumption, is being met by your cane producers. Since Puerto 
Eico is a cane sugar producer and the demand on the world 
market continues to increase prices remaining the same and 
cost of production lowered? any surplus of sugar after quota 
committments could be sold on the world marketo . , :

Many of the factors which influence the market stabil
ity of the Inited States will also influence the stability 
of the world market <, Price purchasing powerg government 
or international controls3 dependability of supply, uses 
and population are some ©f the most important factors.,; de
termining world consumptiono ■

fevaj Cuba and Puerto Rico are sugar-producing areas 
where very little of their production is consumed; "they 
export the major portion of ito On the other hand8 some 
Ireas,are self-sufficient,- producing enough to satisfy the 
immediate demand» while still other areas import from oiher 
nations virtually all of their sugar heeds producing very 
little or none themselves®



• In the first category we have Puerto Bieb as an ex
cellent example, luring 19539 she produced l9lS23000 tens 
and she exported ls116,000 tons to the United States? utiliz
ing stocks from the preceding year, she exported ?0g000 tons 
to the world market and delivered 92,000 tons for local con- 
sumption. In the second category there are countries like 
France3 Mexico, India and Belgium, in which the supply of 
sugar is approximately the same as the.demandQ In the third 
class are Switzerland, Austria, and Japan. Insignificant 
producers of sugar, they are obliged to import a great por
tion of their supply6

Quotas,̂  tariffs,' exchanges, controls, preferences and 
bilateral trade and payments agreements create a more or 
less definite market for certain sugars. For example, 
sugar produced in areas under American influence receive 
preference from the United States in filling her sugar 
requirements» Shese sugars are protected by preferential 
tariffs, such as found on Cuban sugars, Sreat Britain and 
the letherlands give preference to sugar producing areas 
within their spheres of influence*

' . lo , UoSi tepto of Agriculture, Commodity Stabilization Service^ Sugar Bivision, Agricultural, Manufacturing and Income Statistics for the Domestic Sugar Areas, Statistical . Bulletin 150, ' II;' (Washington; G =; Government Printing. 
Office, d954lV;p= 120» V ;:'i'i: . ' ■ ; : ■.



all ĉ; ;ti^©ountries of Europe which produce domes
tic beet sugar within their bomndaries protect the producers 
of these sugars through tariffs or other regulations« thus, 
throughout the entire world there exists a series of trade, 
barriers of one type or another <,

Countries that enjoy no proteetion from anybody or 
that enjoy protection for only part of their exportable 
production are the chief sources of Supply of sugars in 
the world market Q fhe volume of sugar entering the world 
market varies annually because of increases or decreases 
in production and consumption or changing general economic 
conditionSo Recent estimate of the requirement of the 
world market for 1955j, by the International Sugar Council 
is 'b*̂  millions toms* Compared with the total world ̂ pro
duction of 41 million tons, it is but a small, percentage0 
However;, much of what happens on the. world market has sig
nificant effect upon many of the existing sugar agreements =,
.y For example, prices throughout the United States 
laigely conform to changes in the prices of sugar in New 
York3 which in turn are determined by world conditions., 
for sugar is an international commodityQ Ih the case-of 
the bhited States about three=eighths ,pf the domestic re=
.■'/f/ivt.::.; - , , -:' . \ - ' ■ - •' ."v . ; : I,., , " :qiiirement:. is supplied by shipments, from 8uba*.

t of Sugar Producers of Puerto'Rico, Statistics (Washington? B0.C 0 s . Association of Puerto Ricq 1953), p. 46=
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Ihe 3?OO0gOO0: or more short tons of sugar imported from 
Guba act as a connecting link between the United States 
States and the world sugar market» If the price obtain 
able by Guba in the world market falls below the price 
obtainable in the. United States.̂  Suban exports tend to be 
diverted to the American market where they exert a dowm= 
ward pressure on sugar priceso In the reverse situation^ 
with overseas.prices rising above the United States price, 
the•tendency is for exports to be diverted from the United 
States market and for our price to rise*. Thus, the price 
in Sew lork is affected by world conditions through, the 
export - price in-Guba'<» ; . ■

The problem of sugar is like that of many other 
stable eoilmoditleSi it is a surplus product* It is con
sidered a surplus product despite the fact that millions 
of people never get enough of it« The principal reason 
for this paradox arises.from the fact that the•deficit 
consuming areas of the world lack the purchasing'power, to 
buy the surpluses of the large producing areas* If world 
per capita consumption of sugar averaged forty-eight, 
pounds per person, half of what is consumed per person in 
the United States, more than 60 million short tons would 
be required instead of the 36 million tons of centrifugal



.1953 o"*' ■
One ef the difficulties in. the postwar period has beeii 

the apparent inability of the deficit areas to purchase 
sugar from surplus areas to the extent necessary to fulfill 
total requirements c The large surplus areas of the Western 
Hemispheres excluding the United States, produced 24 per
cent of the world sugar output during 1952 - 53, and con
sumed only 6 percent of world requirements from that cropp 
She bulk of the sugar sold by the producing areas in the 
world - free market.has been purchased with hard currency 
during the postwar period, an item of short supply. In the 
soft-currency net-importing areas of the worldc While ■ 
dollars have been diverted to the purchase, of sugar from 
the deficit areas, the greater part of the sugar movement 
from the net-exporting countries has been financed by one 
or more of the foreign aid programs of the United Statesc 
& majority of the net-importing countries in the‘world 
market have encouraged domestic production as a means of 
eliminating the necessity of releasing hard'.currencies• for 
Wch'purposes. . . . 1

■ v-1 o ■ h r a n c i h o m a s o n , aWorld' Sugar Situation, ̂ Foreign .Agriculture,. U»S. Department of Agriculture, ■
. Foreign Agricultural Service, iWlIl, No. 1 (Washington,Do00: Government Printing Office,.1954), p. l?. -
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fhrougladmt the world 5 disparities in the consumption 
level add another factor to the sugar picture* In 1952 - 
1953? the continent of A-siaa which contains more than 
half the world^s population$, produced only 14 percent of 
the world?s centrifugal sugar and consumed only 16 percent. 
True, the sugar requirements of■ that continent are supple
mented by less refined types of sweetening0 Yets it is 
doubtful that Asian per capita consumption of all types 
of sweeteners exceeds 20 pounds per year,^ Current trends . 
indicate an increase in per capita consumption and an:ex
pansion of demand. In i955s it is estimated Asia will im
port about 2*6 million tons from free market supplies, out 
of the total requirement of 4o4 million tons* Prior to 
World War IX, Asia was a net exporter of about 600,000 tons 
a year* The change in Asia is position is due, partly to 
the fall in production and exports of Indonesia and Taiwan 
tint-the main factor remains the rise in consumption* It 
is anticipated that India and Pakistan will import at 
least 600,000 tons in 195 5 9 and possibly more, Immediately, 
After the war, these countries produced enough to meet their

2 5 United Sations, Food and Agriculture Organization, 
Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Iconomlcs and Statistics



In the more technically advanced areas of the. world 
disparities fn the consumption level have been observed, 
The baited States and its possessions3 with only half the 
population of Europe consumed the same quantity of sugar, 
Western Europe, with 1207 percent of the population of 
the tfOrld, consumed 23 percent of the output from the ■ 
1952-53 crop of centrifugal sugar. Evidently, Western 
Europe is a potentially larger consumer of centrifugal

X . . ;sugar, : ■ : ■ :: ■ f .
(Consumption of sugar is also growing in other parts 

of the world. The continued rise in employment and in^ 
come has stimulated consumption in Africa and Eatin Amer=
X OS. o , ^

fieyelopments in individual African countries have 
demonstrated that conditions are ripe for major expansion 
in consumptiono In the Belgian dongo, for example, con
sumption rose from a yearly average of 2,300 tons in 1934- 
38, to 20?500 tons in 1952-53, per capita consumption in
creased six fold from j,kk pounds to 2,64 pounds;; in the 
three,British East African territories consumption in 1952 
was 1092000 tons as compared with 32,000 prewar--and it is 
estimated that ih 1960, consumption will be about 200,000 
tons,2 ■ • V '; '.V '

ry an cl s' OT^Thomason „ op, cit,, p, 17. ' ■ ''
" '  ' 2.' United Rations, food and; Agriculture Organisation The State of Food and Agriculture 1954, Review and, Outlook:
(Rome, Italy: . 195419 p. \



She United States with its 6*3 percent of the population 
of the world used three times as much of the world sugar crop
of 1952-53 as did the Soviet Union whose population is eshi-

1" ' - -mated to be 5*4 percent of the world population*
Consumption in South America has shifted more and more 

to centrifugal from noncentrifugal sugar* Consumption of 
centrifugal sugar has more than doubled there since the pre
war period and no leveling off is foreseen in the near fu-
. 2 . i i " •" t'i. " 'ture* - - :■ - .

Evidently, consumption continues to grow rapidly in 
many parts of the world* lower prices5 in relation to other 
foods and rising.national income have stimulated a steady 
rise in the deman# for sugar% ' She greatest percentage in
crease taking place in Africa, Asias and South America#
Sable 1 illustrates the estimated increase in consumption 
since 1934-36 or the prewar periodp
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TABLE V1:
ESTIMATED WORLD CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR, RAW VALUE3- 

(MillIons of Metric Tons)

REGION : ... ; 1934-38Average 1949 1959" 1931 " 1952™ 195T"
Europe - 8,7 ■ 8 = 6 9=4 10 = 2 9 = 8 10=4

USSR13 ; 1.9' 2 = 2 2 = 2 2 = 5 2 = 7 3 = 2
North & Central America 7ol 8 = 7 9=4 9 = 1 9=6 9 = 7
South America ■ 1=4 2=6 2 = 8 3 = 0 3=1 3 = 2
Asia ’ V 3.7 ■ 3.1 . 3 = 5 3=9 4»9 5 = 2
Africa : . 0 = 8 i=4 1 = 6 1.7 1 ,8 : 1.9
Oceania 0 = 5 - 0 = 6 0 = 6 0 .7 . 0 = 7 . 0 = 7

. 24=1 27 = 2 29.5 31 = 1 32 = 6 34 = 3
a - One pound of refined sugar is the equivalent of 1*07 pounds, of raw sugar*
b “ Estimate *

1, United Nations5' Food and Agriculture Organization, The State of Food and Agriculture, Review and Outlook, (Rome, ItalytT9WT# p. 1 1 0. ~ .



It seems very unlikely that there will be a fundament
al change In the trends either cf production, consumption 
or price In the Immediate futureo

International Sugar Agreement

iny hopes Puerto Bico entertains of gathering new out
lets for any sugar produced In excess of her quota must be 
aimed fn'the direction of the world free market0 Since the 
United States is a member of the International Sugar Agree
ment which exercises some control of the world market for 
sugar? the Puerto Sican. hopes rests with arrangements agreed 
upon by the Suited States and other member nations in the

When postwar expansion of sugar production reached its 
peak in 1951=52 9 the price of world raws broke from a post
war high of So5 cents per pound :at Cluban ports in dune S95I? 
and gradually dropped to a. low of 3 <>05 in Hovember of 1953«, 

Confronted with this situations the majority of the 
nations exporting and importing sugar agreed that an attempt 
must be made to control sugar production0 Through the pro
visions of the International Sugar Agreement« the member 
nations hopedthe. primary objective of stabilizing world 
sdgar prices would be achievedc \



She International Sugar Agreement which became effect- 
iTe ©n Jannary lj 1954s accepts 3 o25 to 4?35 cents per 
pound at duban ports as the range within which.sugar prices 
are equitable to both producer^ and eonsumers0 She agree
ment provides that this price range will be the basis for 
adjusting export quotaSo
, Unlike some commodity agreements the sugar agreement 
does not obligate importing countries to take specified 
quantities of sugar, but uses a system of multilateral ex- • 
port quota controls to avoid price fluctuations= the 
agreement provides for the expansion and contraction of 
sugar supplies exportable to the' world free market when 
prices rise above or fall below the price range o The price 
range can be modified by the International Sugar Council^ •
which acts as- the administrative body under the agreement» 
Certain preferential agreements such as those made under 
the British Commonwealth Agreements3 The United States 
Sugar Act anil others are recognised and excluded from the 
free market imports 0

The Agreement operates similarly to the quota system 
of the United States, The council is^directed to make an 
estimate, of market requirements of the free market on which 
export quotas will be based and then assigns export' quotas :

: '. ; 1. United hitTons, Interim So-ordinating |©minlttee'for,International Sommodity Arrangements, Review of Inter- national Commodity Problems 1954 Tb/2672 , April-?, 1555T*”



to prodmoing eouiitrieso The counoil is permitted to reduce 
supplies to 80 percent of the basic quotas for further 
curtailment; reliability must be placed upon the voluntary 
actions‘ of its members \

Although the prices have fallen below the minimum of ; 
3o25 cents per pound as prescribed by the council in July 
and. December of 19-54, in January and February of 1955, 
prices have reached a degree of stability*^

.She highest price per pound of sugar in 1954 was 3o3S 
cents per pound at Ouba, and the lowest was 3°05, a differ
ence of o33 of a cent, She low price during this 1954-per- 
iod'has been attributed, to large supplies available to the V 
market and to speculative actiono Even though the price 
did fall below the minimum, 3o25 per pound, <3uba as pre
scribed by the agreement, members are in complete accord 
in this respect, the world is much better with the agree
ment than without it and it is an important step toward 
solving the problem of what to do with the surplus commod
ity sugar 0. 'in- t:. ' ■ - ... . ... r- ■. 931 ;



Puerto Rican Outlook

As long as the free world sugar market is subject to 
controlsj, much of what happens to any; surplus sugar produced 
in. Puerto Rico will depend upon the foreign policy pursued 
by the United States® Jt seems certain that world 'consump
tion of sugar will continue to increase and the long-term 
market prospects look bright= ■ The pronounced upward trend 
of consumption, xn Asia? Europe! Africa and South America 
in the last few years is certain to cause an optimistic 
view for' the future <, •
.. However g the "United States «, a net importer of sugar5
producing. a little more than ^0 percent of its needs will , 
continue to absorb the biggest part of the sugar produced • 
in Puerto Rico o : Under current;.conditionstit seems very ' 
unlikely that incr.ease.d putlets. for Puerto . Rican,, sugar will' 
become available through world tiiarketS o: The prevalent 
shortage of dollars/ the decline in purchasing power in 
terms of the dollar; currency devaluations, the continued 
recovery and increase productivity of Other sugar areas in 
the worlds self-sufficient policies of nationss low prices 
on the world free, market and the United States protective 
policy reduce the likelihood of large world market: for im
ports of sugar :in which Puerto Rico, might share.® In addi- ,
'tions:the fact that the costs of production in Puerto Rico ,



■are-' ̂ o h  ̂ ighor-'-thâ . in',Guba. and other producing areas 
handicaps the ability-of ihe ,island 'to compete in outside 
markets and forces a one-market situation for its sugar„ 
While Cuba , and- o ther . 1 o w-'co s t are as can dispose of sugar 
produced in excess of the United States quotas in the ' 
foreign markets, Puerto Rico must adjust itself to the 
quotas assigned^ : ’ d ;-r : ' : ’ : - -

In analyzing the market •possibilities of Puerto Rican 
sugar, there are both short-term and long-term considera-; - 
tions» The United States Sugar Act of 19l|-8 as amended 
appears to be the ruling consideration, , in the short run,... 
If the act is extended for a period of five years at the 
end of 1956 $ and the general; le vel , of e conomic activity : 
in the. United States remains favorable, Puerto Rico can 
look forward to a relatively assured market of some
1,100,000 tons to 1,300,000 tons of sugar for the next
■ ' ■ 2 - ■ ■" • - ' ■ . ... ■ . ■•five year peripdo •■:■..:■ n v

Although levelling-off in growth of the sugar in
Puerto ' Rico was inevitable , owing to acreage limitation . 
and competition, the .actual' limits were realized when the 
bid On production was imposed by the sugar control regula
tions ' of -the United States government, -

The quota not■only limits the raw sugar entering the

_ . 1, . Harvey S, Perloff, Puerto Rico * s Economic Future(Chicago: University of Chicago rress/ IvRUjpp.' p y „



United States but restracts tide.tonnage of refined sugar ' 
entering the continental United Stateso She present Sugar 
Act limits the sale of refined sugar on the mainland.by 
the. Insular industry to 126 0̂00 tons a year« This provision 
remains unchanged in the extension bill0 The island can - 
refine 126,000 tons of sugar for sale in the mainland market 
and about 100,000 tons for local consumption or a total of
236.000 tons0 But refining capacity is estimated to be
300.000 tonsc^ Actually the quota on refined sugar sets .1%' , 
up trade barriers, relegates these parts of the United States 
to the rank of colonies, and denies them equal protection 
of the laws = All of this certainly is in violation of the 
Constitution of the United -States» It Seems, unjust to
.limit seyerely.the proportion of quotas which Puerto Rican 
as well as Hawaiian producers: can ship as. refined sugar, Ilf 
some expansion., of the refining industry were to take place 
in Puerto Rico as a consequence of a more liberal policy on 
refined sugar, this would represent a logical industrial 

f" development for -the. area®' It would be consistent with the 
Puerto Rican policy of encouraging economic development and 
stimulatihg ■private investment to' ease its distressihg 
economic prpblem, I- '• I. : ' . , "

I . 'ls Puerto Rico, A .Bulletin of the Office of the Govern
ment of Puerto Rico, : VIlT^oTEjTT”(Washington, De G,: Office of , 
the Government of Puerto Rico, 1931)$ P° 3®



%ore©vers bqdanse of the existing excess capacity for 
refining sugar3 little additional capital investment would ; 
be requiredo With, reduced costs, Puerto Rico, could possibly 
capture a part of the expanding world free market, in refined 
' sugar.

Although the Waited States is a net importer of suga,rs 
it does and has exported small shipments in the paste. Wor== 
mally exports of sugar from the United States3 while com
paratively small and coBSisting almost entirely of refined 
sugar3 go to a large number of countries, most of which 
lack the facilities for producing refined sugar of good 
quality, . -
; In the prewar period3 1935-39s very small quantities 
were sent to Africa and Asia, Two-thirds of the United 
States exports of sugar went to Europe and one-fourth to 
other countries in Worth and South Americah^

During World War IX? Wnited States exports of sugar 
increased considerably and were particularly large In 
1943-443 when the military situation made it necessary for 
this country to send sizable quantities to its allies.
However, by 194% United States exports declined to about 
52„000 tons,approximately half the.1935-39 level, |y

d - 'Iv;- 1 oSo: Suban Sugar Council, Sugar; Facts'Ahdlflguresy 1952 CSashingtOB, D„G0} UoSo Cuban Sugar Council, 19^21s ■ pp.12^ 27. : •; : . : - u



195l"52Si total United States exports - amounted to 136,000 • - 
tons 5, about 35 percent above the 1935-39 level* Europe 
received, t^b-thirds ..of .tlie total * .

'. The present sugar act with limits on the sale of re
fined sugar on the mainlands the excess refining capacity 
. of Puerto Rico and the exports of refined sugar by the • 
•United States may just be the necessary inducements to 
aid Puerto Rico in obtaining a portion of the refined 
sugar market abroado Shipping directly to Europe would 
save the added cost of loading' and unloading at refiner
ies on the East Coast and the transportation cost to these 
refineries 1 The combined industrial processing hot only 
would reduce the cost but conserve time* Puerto Rico un
doubtedly has possibilities of increasing the amount of 
. refined into the - world marke t.but;the difficulties that 
it must ehCOunter' are more political than economical*
Mhat the future offers will be based largely upon the 
political decisions made in the United StatesQ



mmil AID StBSISTEHGE DROPS

■F3.a'ce Zm Imsular Agriculture

The feasibility of growing commercial crops for export 
or subsisteiiee crops for local consumption are often treated^ 
in discussion of the question^ as opposing■possibilities 
which call for clear-cut choices at the policy level0 It is 
true that in many areas farming can be organised either along 
subsistence or along commercial lines0 It is true also, that 
in the case of farming sugar commercially9 it can be grown 
for sale in local and export marketsa fo obtain the maximum 
return from the use of the resources of the Island, it is not 
a matter of choice9 but a question of getting the best re- 
suits from the 'limited possibilities * _ ; - ; - bp,

Statements are often made to the effect that sugar cane 
has driven out the:food crops ? causing the present shortage 
of native foods and the necessity of importing large quanti
ties of such foods as flee, bears, corn and potatoes, which 
might be raised profitably by local growers0 However, * 
within the existing tariff walls ah% the system of market

/ : 1 ' Harvey So Ferloff, Puerto Rico^s/Economic Future
Clhicggo, Illinois? Ihe'bhiversity of Ghicago Press, l f % ) , 
Po-.26ic . ' .■... ■■ ■

20 Bailey W» and Justine Whitfield Mffie, Porto Rico:
A Broken Pledge 'W e w  fork: fhe Vanguard Press, 1931b, p 0 74o



distribution based on quotas there seems to be no alterna
tive- to -tSpeeializatioBo Even though all the arable land 
cm the Island were planted to food crops for domestic con
sumption rather than cash crops for exportS/it would nott ; : 2, • ' ’begin to support the populationQ

According to the census of 19509 there are' more: than 
430$,000 families in Puerto Rico0 Inder the assumption that 
at least two-thirds of these families would have to support 
themselves by farming if all the agriculture were placed on 
-a subsistence basis3.land would have to be allotted to at 
least 25)6g000 familieso With a total of only 1 $300 s000 acres 
©f land considered usable for subsistence farming, there 
would be; less than five acres for each family = The average 
size family, according to: the census of 195Q is 5 =0? per 
household*, This would give each person a little less than 
an acre of lando

Under an arrangement such as the one above, the over
whelming majority of the people would inevitably be reduced 
to povertyo, Very few comforts would be known and no luxur
ies would exist, and it is very doubtful that there would 
be enough food to meet the bare minimum diet requirements»
The number of workers in manufacturing, trade and services ■

lo Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration, Department of Education, Puerto Rico, A Buide to the Island ofEortquien (lew York: The University Society, Inc „ 194077
   " . •P'o 73 o
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would be greatly reduced^ and the entire economy would be
"| . . .  ■inevitably disruptedo

fhe aggressive promotion of commercial crops, partic
ularly sugarg has not been paralleled by similar development 
of products for domestic consumption0 The production of 
subsistence crops has suffered to a considerable extent in 
the process of agricultural specialisation9̂  In many sugar 
cane areas^ farmers either grow came or leave their land 
practically idle» To put the land to alternative uses would 
be a :step forward in fulfilling the objective - of those who 
are concerned about raising the. standard of living in the
Islando '■ .

Puerto Rico8 s ability to raise far more produce for 
home consumption than it does at present9 without materially 
lessening the amount of land in commercial cropsg was demon
strated during World War I, when outside supplies were 
threatened to be curtailed» In that emergency the Governor 
appointed a food commission, under whose energetic direction 
the area' in food"crops was increased from 137?000 acres in
the autumn of 19171 to a maximum of nearly 33 5p.000 acres at

3the end of the following April, This new cultivation appears

” 10 Marvey So Perloff5 w ,  cito0 pp. 262-263^
2» Victor 8, Slark, et al, Porto Rico and its Problems |Washington, BoG, $ The Brookings Institutiona 1930)"7*̂ T™Zî W=
3 o Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, 1917 {Washington; BoG,:' #(,8, Government7Wintimg Office, 1918} ?

ppo 6$6j 657? 695o " ' .



net to. have encroached upon cane plantings for acreage in
cane for the crop year 19i6~i917iwas 205*106 acres* and in
1917-191^ increased to 255^400 acres, an'increase of 518300
acreso However* some encroachment was noticed on marginal
tobacco lands where corn and vegetables were planted for
two annual crop seasons5 instead of one. As soon as the
emergency period ended this phase of agriculture declinede
Why this development failed after trade conditions returned
to iK s©rm&i?and organized effort to promote it relaxed is
difficult to explaino Inadequate compensation for this
kind of farming seems to be the logical theory. Apparently,
a development that was desiraiflsfrom a social viewpoint

oturned out to be economically unprofitableQ
In a land-scarce, densely populated agrarian economy, 

lacking in all resources but the human resource, it is log- 
leal and necessar#" 'Wo give precedence to those crops which 
yield the highest returns in terms of providing food, shelter 
and clothingo It is essential, therefore, that Puerto Rico 
grow intensive crops* such as sugar, tobacco and pineappleP 
fhe basic requirement for Puerto Rican agriculture is for

' ' I. doBq: Bept. =of Agriculture, Agriculturalj Manufacturing and Income Statistics for the Domestic Sugar Areas, Gommodity Stabilisation Service, Sugar Division, ¥ol, If, Statistical Bulletin loo150 (Washington, D0G.: U?S. Government Printing Office, 1954), p» 1220 -
20 Victor So Glark,.eto alo, op. cit.. pp. 4&9-491.
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crops which have a high value per acre and which use a large 
supply of labor in production„ Sugar cane meets these qual
ifications in addition to being representative of that branch 
of agriculture in which the best technical methods are util«= 
izedV It would be difficult to ‘present an economic case,
under present conditions^for extensive abandonment or diver-

: 1 ' - . ' sion of cane lands.

St would be hard to say what the economic picture of 
the Island would be today in the absence of sugar; but as 
matters stand, the industry is the economic foundation of 
the Islando In the event the sugar Industry was seriously 
impaired the results would be felt in wide economic circles 
throughout the entire Island; because the sugar industry has 
fostered the development of the other lines of enterprise, 
such as shipping,, railroads, electric utilities, -service 
groups and irrigation projects,

fields from sugar crops -are-several.times higher tham 
yields from diversified crops on identical acreage in terms 
of purchasing power* Prewar data illustrating the compara
tive values of sugar to food crops indicate that an acre of

™ ~ T r ~  "i.rtEIr~h* '"Bayer„ Paul f , Homan, Earle K, James,The lerto Rico (Sew forks Columbia
» P
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sugar caae will buy5, at retail prices s about four acres of 
sweet potatoes8 yamss or white potatoes9 about five acres 
of coffee, about six acres of yautias .or dried beans9 about, 
mime acres of pigeon peas or rice3 or about 125 acres of 
corm= ; . ■ .
: v During this same period9 Puerto Rico bought the equiva^ 

ient of 9#93000 acres of three of the leading food imports, 
wheat flour, rice and corm* The Island was able to make 
these purchases with the returns.from 47gOOS acres of sugar$ 
representing about 16 percent of the total sugar cane cul
tivated o ̂ It is evident that a ratio of productive advamtage . 
such as this is certainly beneficial» Increased efficiency 
resulting in greater economies in the sugar industry cam in
crease this ration „ :

let income originating in agriculture, in 1953-1954) (the 
latest year for which detailed figures are available) amounted 
to §16803 million out of a total insular , income of |96lo 4 mil-: 
lion, or I? percento Table 11 shows the net income accruing 
to residents of Puerto Bico according to the Industry in which 
the income originates * income Originating in agriculture has 
been declining relative to the total economy, but agricultural

■ l0 William M. Sequa and Dudley Smith, ' Puerto' 11 co Sugar facts (Washington 9 As so elation of Sugar Producers of . .HirB-lico, 1939), o ' yV .: -:y-v] . ■
■■ ihidij pi 41c: ; "i;- i 7 ■

,...-3-C; cf. ppo 22-23- ante. ■ . •



income; is still1 greater than the income originating in manu- . 
facturingg The data also reveal that income originating in 
other agriculture has surpassed, the income originating in 
sugar cultivation the first time since the turn of the cerb- 
ury.» 'Actually s the data covers the real importance, of the 
sugar industry in the .economic structure of the island. In 
terms of incomes employment and contribution to the general' 
wealth of. tte islands.'!'the sugar Industry exceeds all other A 
economic sources* ' . , - - %  ̂ - '• ,

The production and milling of sUgar cane holds a dom
inant position in the economic structure of the islando The 
Puerto Bican sugar industry is composed of approximately
21,000 growerss raw sugar mills and 1|. sugar refineries, "
In 1 r 10$ QSO's000: tons of sugar cane were harvested t/V
from about 38^5600  ̂acres of land and 1 $ 12̂ ,,000 short tonŝ t •
'of refined sugar were obtaihed from the processing and re
fining . operations*' . ; ". t

The gross: value added in processing the raw and refined 
sUgaf * and ' the value of the principal by-pro duct 3 blacks trap , 
molasses, amounted to about $169,000,000  ̂of which an

. . . . ,t̂ pt* of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin 1̂ 0, 
De cember , l^Us op & clt., p , 121 c . ■ , - •



- , - . rf .estimated #101$006,0Q0s including sugar act payments, repre
sented gross returns to growers0 According to the census of 
1950, the sugar industry utilises slightly more than a third 
of total harvested crop land, is the largest employer of 
labor on the island, contributes about Lj’7 percent of the 
total export value of all products^ and is an important 
source of revenue to the government of Puerto Rico.

Of a total 560,000 gainfully occupied persons,143sOOO 
were employed growing sugar cane or in the sugar mills in 
1950 o In addition, a number of people wr© engaged hy the , 
railroads or trucking lines-of the sugar producers> fhe 
totals directly dependent upon the sugar comprise about 22 
percent of all gainfully employedo .

Indirectly, there are a large number of people depending 
on the sugar industryo this group includes employees in 
trade and services, small manufacturers, and their employees > 
employees of public transportation and marketing.system of 
the island, and many municipal governments0 -this group com
prises 3# percent of the total working force, making in all 
about 52 percent of the people who depend partially or en~

... p"
tirely upon sugar»

20 tf̂ So, Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth Census of the Fnlted States2 19501 Population, ill, Parts 51-54 (Wsh=ington, Bo Co 1 ''boS^ Government Printing Office, 1953), pp, 38-40o ■ ' - . . ■ ' ■ ■■
3 o # 1. #0 Requa and Dudley Smith, cite , p, 25»



In 1953s Puerto Mean experts to the Fnited States rose
’ . Xt© $324s712,060 ©Iwhlch sugar and related products account?

a 2ed for fl539OOOslOOO or 47 percent d.
fhe proportionate value is about the same as it was in

the year 1945 when sugar exports amounted to 77=6 million
dollars'in value or 48 percent of the value of all exports, ■
The proportionate value of total exports and value of sugar
exports at ten year intervals between 1901 and 1951. has been
as fellowsl .

V : msil ¥17
¥ALUE OF SUGAR EXPORTS3

' 'Tear Millions of Dollars Percentage of Total Exports

1901 &s7 ; 7 54.9 : '1911 24.5 61,31921 : \ 72.4 69.51931 54=3 55.2
1941 50.6 .66.71951 164.1 50
a - estimate.

/ lo UoS» Depto of Commerce, United States Trade, Merchan- diseg Gold and Silver with United States^Territbrles andT" ” Possessions7 Report Bo7 FTSOO, 1^53 llashlngtoh, B0G0: U,Sd Government Printing Office, 1953), pp. 16-17= ;,
2, Ibid., p. 16o
3 o Thomas Mibben and. Rafael Pico, Industrial Development' of Puerto Rico and The Virgin Islands of the United States0 X~Report of thê tfnited States Section, Garibbean Gommission, July 194^ I Washington, B.Goi U>S<, Government Printing Office s 

1940), pp. 63?64*



She average hemrly earatBgs ©f sagar came workers are 
somewhat higher tham they are im other forms of agricultural 
industries= In 195©9 average gross hourly earnings amounted 
to: for sugar cane, |0o365; for tobacco, $0.116; and for
c©ffee9 lO.ldS.1

4fhe single item of wages paid to sugar labor in growing 
one acre of sugar eane will buy two acres of crops planted 
to any other local f o o d s I t  can buy about three acres of 
yauties and dried beans, nearly four acres of pigeon peas ft;' 
and rices and about six acres of eornc. However, since the 
Puerto Bicans prefer certain food crops obtained from the 
Mainland,/ the wages- paid in growing one acre of sugar cane 
will buy the equivalent of 3 6 5 acres of crops from the

- ■ : - 2States for local consumption.
In 1954 s, the total value of Puerto Rican imports from , . 

the limited States rose to §484s 605,759 °̂  About 2d percent 
or |i36gGO#,000^ was for the purchase of food stuffs for 
direct consumption.

/ Milled/rice, wheat flour3 beans, cream and dried/milk

1 o' Annual Report of the Government of the TJhited States to the Food and Agricultural Organization•of the hnitedl/ations 
TWashington,“iSTCo t U.So Government Printing Office, 195X) ,pol5-6

2./ William 8. Bequa and Budley Smith, o r. cit.0 p. 43«
, I. l.So Dept o of Gommeree, United States TradeMerchandise, Gold 'and Silver ■ with. United^Sfates Territories and ^g^esslonsp-‘Reportrfo 1- 'PliOQ, v 195 '̂ "fWashingtdn,' B.g.: U .S..' -Government Printing'Office, 1955), pp= 16-17-ld. - ,
4= Ibid., pp. 1?-ISo-



ami pork products are by far the most Important of the food
stuff s8 comprising $$ percent of the total value importedv^

Some of the imported food could fee produced locallyj, 
resulting in both an economic and a nutritional gain for 
the people9 Many fruits8 vegetables and certain.ether foods 
thrive in Puerto Rico5s year-round climate3 yet are imported 
in large quantities and at high prices. If careful atten
tion is directed toward the existing possibilities a sub
stantial increase in subsistence crops could be obtained 
without interfering in any serious way with commercial farm- ' 
ingo . , % . . ' ' ,

A systematic effort toward promoting subsistence farm
ing and the cultivation of minor crops on land considered 
marginal for sugar cane cultivation could fee a step forward 
in reducing existing inefficiencies in the production of 
crops o In 1950s of the 19789,530 acres2 in farm land, 745,795 '
acres were in crop land, the remaining land was in pasture

Llando About 35 percent of the land in crop land is devoted 
to food crops for local consumption<,

  pp, 17-13.
2 o : B0S0 Bureau of Gensus, Seventeenth Census of the .United Statess / 195©» Agriculture, Tol, 'I, Part 34, Territories hnd"Possessions-iWashington, BoCii UoSe Government Printing 

Office, 1952), po 145o
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Local food production is concentrated on starchy foods5 
especially bananas * plantains * yaras and tanniers ,. Yields / 
tend to be in excess of requirements and yields per acre are 
much lower than they should be. Since the diet of lower- 
income f amilies is .•heavily weighed with starchy foods, the -' . 
releasing of thousands of acres for growing of nonstarchy . •
vegetables; fruits and similar products and for growing 
' forage and feed crops for dairy .-cattle : would involve' an

' ' . ' ; ■. .. . ; - I;- ' ' - - , % : ' - i ' . .improvement in diet and an economic gain for the islando

Because of the severe food shortage on the island dur
ing. World Warjll; end in connection with the defense mobil
ization program, of: t^  St ate s an emergency food
production prograti was ’established-and still ;functions9

Tb.e Bmrgehcy^Bood^Prodhction ’Pfogram seeks to en- 
. courage Woduction;hf essential nutritive foods by distribu- 
ting seed and fertilizer to farmers1, cooperatives # making ’• ' ;
credit available and offering a minimum price guarantee. . :1-
-Local- goyernment agencies; the Land Authority Agricultural. 
Development Co« / Agricultural Extension. Service ,,and"thev ' .■*

. -TT’" 'liarvey™sT~Perlof f; op 0 cit , 3 Pe 313 =
- 2 o Annual Report of the .Government of the IJni ted States 

to the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United^Safions; 
ô .ycito-; p0 lp2o yp ' .• .v -v-v-’ ; ' - :y , ..y: y '



Experiment; ̂ Station j are working in conjunction witii this 
program for the improvement of food production0 The main 
objective of the program is being directed at .better land 
utilization3 which in effect means both the creation of 
more wealth and the cultivation of land not now cultivated0 

Many of Puerto Bicobs existing difficulties in grow
ing food crops stem from the lack of agricultural education,

- - ; ' . " i'credit, and marketing=
M y  program of reform must Include a broader dissemina

tion of agricultural knowledge, new forms of finance and 
new organization-of production marketing0

A number of devices may be .intensified and amplified 
to introduce more scientific farm-management techniques^
The expansion of agricultural extension work, through lech- 
Uresy demonstrations, model farms, town meetings and period
icals are a few of the means by which farm practices could 
be, improved and brought more in line with projected patterns 
of land-use plans„2

Organization of the marketing structure into a more 
effedtive operating unit must be included in any plan for 
improvement0 The present system of marketing results in

I. Victor S? Clark, et. , op. cit., p. 504.
2p Sarvey S. Perloff, op. cit., p. 269.

Bma. of Arizona Ubrssy
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untieeessartly high .p:riees for local produces thereby limit
ing deiaahd stiid curtailing productlom9 High prices usually
stem from duplication of transportations duplication of

1labor in retailing,, and high cost of carriage =, ; The waste, 
of time and labor in carrying out the operations could be 
greatly reduced- by innovating certain marketing services„
Am information service continually informing farmers as to 
produce prices/ stocks and demands would be of value to 
everyone,  ̂ .

uoneernlng the improvement of marketing facilities ■ 
Victor S o. 61ark writes I .

£. flexible and well-erganised- market system would take local surplus.crops from the point where they were.depressing prices unduly and distribute these products in such a way as to relieve a scarcity and, high 
. prices at other points0 The great improve^ ment in the road system facilitates such a development? and it should be accompanied ' with carefully planned system, of warehouse and coldr-storage plants , which would reduce waste’ and spoilage to a minimumc The recent development of efficient and electric p©-- : frigeration methods furnishesia:real oppor-, . . tunity for .doing' this in a way which would- prove a boon to the supply situation in such-? a, tropical regioao Possibly9 canning and other processing plants might be added

In connection with finance^ many farmers are so deeply
in debt and have so narrow a margin of earnings above actual

~T; fictdr SV ilark; et. alo , op. cit.i p. 507,
2v Ibid,, pc 50S=
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Subsistence needs that they find it difficult to meet the 
obligations ©f commercial or agricultural lending agenciesc 
Is a result, farmers employ store credit at exorbitant 
interest rates necessitating the sale of their products., 
often tb poor advantage, through the agency financing; them,"*"
. f . this situation -may be remedied several ways S govern

ment enacting legislation regulating interest ratess better 
organization for marketing-and merchandisings improvement 
of the efficiency of farming business itself0 ̂

Jn any events if marketing, conditions were more favor
able ? a more liberal outlook on credit extension might follow, 
i. conservative credit policy adds to the difficulties of grow
ing. vegetables eves where such ̂ production is found to be ad- % 
vantageous to the farmers and the community

fhe possibilities of increasing food crops on lands de
voted to sugar cane hold great; promise. during World War 11 
sugar lands were used more intensively because of the food 
shortage created by the emergencŷ , fo meet the shortage 
food plants were intercropped with sugar cameo

the slow germination and growth of seedlings of the 
sugar cane crop provided an excellent opportunity for growing 
■food crops with, a short growing period, Beans, corn, peaSj, ,

1 o - Ibid =, g P o 50 S o
20 ibid.., pp. 505-506-0
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soybeanss tomatoes# cucumbers and otlxer foods were, grown to 
some extent® The production and marketing Administration 
encouraged the practice by requiring that 20 percent of the 
productive farm area be in food crops to qualify for bene
fit payments® .However# the practice.has been virtually 
abandoned on the basls of unprpfitabillty# and losses .which .. 
were experienced by many growers® .

The common belief that intercroppihg sugar cane with 
; vegetables, is not profitable Is not supported by. scientific : 
evidence® . As a result• of recent .expeflments conducted by 

:■ the Agricultural Experiment Stations of the University of • 
Puerto Rico# it was discovered that by intercropping sugar 
cane could be grown advantageously x<ith cucumbers # melons# 
tomatoes#':and; legume- crops ® Corn# on the other hand# when 
groxm with cane plants proved detrimental® . The economic 

. and technical feasibility of intercropping cane as a means 
of .increasing island food supply on the same acreage # should 
merit careful consideration in evolving a balanced and pro
gressive agricultural pattern,"*" ■; • ;■: • _ • ’ :

Hot only will-the Puerto Rican, diet be improved by in- . 
creases in .loca.l food production but the insular Income will -

I®. Lugo hopea # et.® al0 # "Intercropping Sugarcane With ,.Food Crops # The. Journal of Agriculture# XXXVII -(Rio Piedras# 
Puerto Rico® University of Puerto Rico# 1935)# pp. 171-181. -
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also riseo Increase In income will free consumer buying 
power for the purchase of many nonfood items which are 
presently beyond the reach of many consumers0 Thus the 
end result may not diminish imports from the "United States9 
but increase the total value of imports^ in addition to in
creasing purchases of local products

Although growing crops for domestic consumption as the 
main basis for economic support can only be considered as a 
last resort5 subsistence . f arming aS a supplement' to sugar 
cane grown commercially makes good sense and is a significant 
factor in the establishment of a sounds well-balanced econom
ic structureo There are areass in Puerto Rico? particularly 
in the interior of the island? that do not lend themselves 
to sugar op other types of commercial farmings but which can 
support independent farm familieso In other instancess sub
sistence farming can be practiced on relatively small plots
of lands: as a supplemental to wage earnings or other eommer- 

2cial incomeo
The policy of concentrating on sugar cane and subordin

ating food crops is probably fully justified on economic ' 
grounds 0 Many of the standards of efficiency established

lo 'Harvey 8. Perloff, opo3 cit,3 p0 32%.
: 2.o Ibido.s 'p0 263>



"by' the large operating ■ d'ompanies and adopted "by the ■ smaller 
operators have, resulted in returns approaching fairly close 
to the mazimum Tfjhich would be obtained under existing cir
cumstances o On the farm land devoted to other crops, farm 
technique on the; idaolê  is poorer and management less in
telligent, and neither'yields nor returns .approach the ■ 
theoretical maximum as closely as, they; do in the: sugar in
dustry®:; therefore, the opportunities for stepping up. 
productivity appear to hold greater promise for minor crops 
and smaller operators6 . ' .

Conclusion - : •:

: In' cchclusiony the policy of Concentration on food pro
duction alone:wuld represent^ the poorest possible approach 
to the'problems of raising. the standard of living0 , Likewise 
the policy of devoting the cultivable acreage entirely to , 
cormnercial crops will hot serve to remedy the situation.
Evid ence appears.to indicate that ■measures of.relief are to 
be sought somewhere in between the two extremes 0 In what 
proportions the best balance will.be achieved is unanswer- ' 
able «s> . • : - ’ ■.

.However,"methods of improving existing economic condi
tions seem to show promise. If consistent.and aggressive
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efforts are directed to the study of fitting minor agricult
ural operations to the major lines of production which will 
undoubtedly continue to dominate the agricultural scene of 
the islands a considerable increase in food supply might 
be effected without subtracting from the production of 
exports from which agricultural interests„ and many others, V 
derive their livelihoods



. ■ CONCLUSION . .

:; , In generals the specialization In sugar crops has proved
‘beneficial to Puerto .Rico5, although there is much to be done, 
particularly with respect to certain food crop si : The advan
tages of freeing thousands:of acresvof land for growing food 
and export crops, while placing; the sugar industry in an 
improved competitiye position, are goals, not so easily 
achieved, but necessary to any.program aimed at economic bet- 
termento : ‘ |
: : ;,Na" doubt, sugar Will continue to dominate the agricult

ural s cene in Puerto Rico o ' If certain f arm and marketing - 
practices were applied, sugar yields cpuld be increased with
out necessarily expandlhg sugar acreage^ By a more effective 
land utilisation and 'marketing program many of the foodstuffs 
now imported could be produced locally without subtracting 
from the export production of sugar from which the Puerto '
Ri cans derive their main income^ No .agrarlah remedy will ‘
• solve ' all: the problems of Puerto Rico but some measures of 
relief could be brought .about if exlstlhg economic Inefflelen- 
'cies were removed or eased in the sugar industry0 r '
: 1' While Puerto ‘•.Rico remains linked tb‘ the United: States ;
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politically and economically an adequate market for Puerto 
Riean sugar producers; seems aspuredo Evidence appears to 
indicate that the sugar market will continue to expand grad
ually in th.e United StatesIn addition, world consumption 
of sugar has shown signs of growth® In some areas of the 
world & - consumption has been increasing at a rate proportion^ 
ately greater .than in the United States 0
1 = The analysis has attempted to reveal the existing possi
bilities for improving productive and marketing techniques 
and if some of the practices are prosecuted they should 
bring some measure of relief» While no quick and leomplete 
solution of so difficult a problem as that which exists in 
Puerto Rico is possibles it does appear that a program direct
ed at improving the competitive position of the sugar industry 
would addj, rather than detracts from the general welfare of 
the islande / ■ 1 -
; Although the signs for market expansion appear favorable 9 

in the hnited States and throughout the worlds much of what 
happens to the sugar industry of Puerto Rico will depend on 
the agricultural and foreiga policy of the United States.0
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